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Senior Architectural is a major supplier of fenestration solutions to
the Scottish market, specialising in providing a proven family of
systems in aluminium, timber/aluminium composite, glass and
fibreglass, all to the highest standards of manufacture and finish.
With more than two decades’ experience, Senior’s reputation is that of an
innovative driver of the market, offering technical excellence, performance,
value, and creativity to the many fabricators, architects and contractors
with whom we are proud to be associated.

Tel: 01506 407 640 E-mail: info@seniorarchitectural.co.uk Web: www.seniorarchitectural.co.uk
Unit 4 Dunlop Court, Deans Industrial Estate SW, Livingston, West Lothian EH54 8SL. Strategic service centres located nationwide.
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RIAS AWARDS DINNER 2014

Call GEZE Scotland on:
0845 030 9024
info.uk@geze.com
www.geze.co.uk

Specifying excellence... across Scotland

From our office in Glasgow, our dedicated team of highly experienced door and window specialists support specifiers and
architects across Scotland. Providing technical expertise and detailed product knowledge architects rely on us to help them
achieve quality specifications, combining seamless designs, functionality and energy efficiency. We even offer a range of CPD!
GEZE - your specification partner

Door Technology | Automatic Door Systems | RWA and Ventilation Systems | Safety Technology | Glass Systems
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MALCOLM COCHRANE

REGULARS // FROM THE PRESIDENT

TRY OPTIMISM – AND THINGS
JUST MIGHT GET BETTER!
There’s no doubt in my mind that 2014 will be remembered as one

Turning to awards, of which I’m a great advocate, the RIAS

of the most important years in Scotland’s history. The main event

Awards have this year attracted a record number of 83 entries.

will be the independence referendum on the 18th September but

Thanks to all who entered and good luck!

we are also hosting the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow and the

Awards are a celebration of success and that’s important. They

Ryder Cup at Gleneagles. There are personal landmarks too - my

can be controversial - to my mind a good thing - but they also

daughter’s wedding, my son’s graduation and my 60th birthday –

raise awareness in whatever genre is being celebrated, from our

so quite a year ahead for me in any case!

prestigious awards to the Oscars!

Whatever happens in September, Scotland will remain a great

Everyone has their favourite project - we’re all different and

country with diverse landscapes, vibrant cities and wonderful

see things differently. So, in reality, there’s no “best” anything,

people, albeit hugely complex and full of contradictions. Any

it’s simply the opinion of a group of judges on the day. If those

change will hopefully be for the better.

decisions stimulate argument and discussion, so much the better.

In terms of architecture and design, I’ve been privileged to see

Finally, I hope you managed to watch The Restoration Man

in the last year the work of outstanding Scottish practices, both

recently, featuring the Thomas Telford Church on Berneray – a

established and emerging. However, it disappoints me to hear

RIAS Award winner last year, designed by Patience & Highmore

some put forward their views that Scotland is an architectural

Architects. It was great to see the delight of the clients – Keith and

wilderness, a backwater from which new and emerging architects

Sheenagh McIntyre – on being shortlisted and on receiving the

have to leave to work in more enlightened countries.

prize at our Awards Dinner. Whatever you think of programmes

Of course, all is not perfect; we do have issues. But other

like this they bring architecture and design into the homes of

countries are no different. We’re still in a recession and there

millions. And, don’t forget, they also promote the commissioning

just isn’t enough work to go around. Architect colleagues in

of architects.

other countries, particularly in Spain and Ireland, have similarly
struggled over the past few years.
However, we have to focus on the positive, such as signs of
improvement in the private sector. All-round recovery is going to

IAIN CONNELLY
PRESIDENT

take time but it will happen.
There are still issues also around procurement in the public
sector. On this, we continue to voice our concerns and work with
national and local government and the Scottish Futures Trust
to bring improvements. The important thing is that our voice is
heard. We sit at the table, which is far more constructive than
criticising (and being ignored) from afar.
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A WORD FOR OUR SPONSORS: REMEMBER OUR
ADVERTISERS ENABLE THIS MAGAZINE TO HAPPEN.
IF THEY ARE SUITABLE PLEASE PUT THEM ON YOUR
TENDER LISTS AND TRY TO USE THEIR PRODUCTS OR
SERVICES. WE NEED THEIR CONTINUING SUPPORT!
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MALCOLM COCHRANE

REGULARS // FROM THE SECRETARY

MUSINGS –
MAINLY ARCHITECTURAL
2014 got off to an inauspicious start. The ARB deciding to strike

is now in its fifth year. The website, directory and electronic

off 2000 UK architects for non-payment of fees then charging a,

communications have improved with continuing room for

not insubstantial, fine for their reinstatement did not seem to

improvement.

herald a glorious new dawn. It does not seem unreasonable that

This issue of the magazine demonstrates another really positive

2000 architects had other things on their minds during the festive

change. It seems odd that, other than the important but singular

period. If the ARB’s communications were up to snuff, surely 2000

Doolan Prize, the RIAS, until two years ago, did not have its own

architects would not have been caught out? Along with the RIBA,

awards. As the President has noted, this year’s joint RIAS/RIBA

we have complained to the ARB and to Government, asked that

Awards brought in 83 submissions. Hopefully this is indicative

they do better next time and express our sympathies for the 2000

of an improving marketplace. The practices who have chosen to

who started the year with an enforced career break.

enter do so because they genuinely feel they’ve got a good chance.

On cheerier matters, late last year, our President, Iain Connelly,

That supposition is supported by the tremendous quality that the

asked for a review of what the RIAS has been up to over the last few

little ‘salon des refusés’ booklet that accompanies this issue of the

years. Like many organisations, we tend to set short-term goals

magazine amply demonstrates. The predictable and habitual cliché

and rarely stand back to look at the bigger picture. But that bigger

on these things is that the judges had a very hard job… In this case,

picture is vitally important for the members this organisation

I would defy any group of conscientious, skilled judges (the criteria

serves. The headlines from this Quinquennial Review seem fairly

on which ours are always chosen) to come to their shortlist easily.

positive. Over the last five years, the Incorporation’s membership

Our awards judges will visit all 27 shortlisted schemes at the

has grown by around 500 overall. It should be emphasised that

end of April. Just two weeks later the RIAS will welcome our

these new members are not necessarily all subscription paying as

colleagues from the UIA Sports Committee and the delegates

the Incorporation continues to offer its retirees and its student

to this year’s RIAS Convention. Please join us in Glasgow – we

members free membership. Our retirees have paid their dues and

guarantee inspiration – and fun! In keeping with tradition, the

we hope that in due course the students will come on board as

roster of speakers is international, somewhat opinionated, but

subscription paying members. It must be emphasised that this is

hopefully all thoroughly stimulating. As ever, we prefer ‘stars’ to

not merely an RIAS numbers game, it is about the organisation’s

‘starchitects’. Fittingly, the most poignant feature in this issue of

mandate to serve the profession and represent its interests in

our magazine is on one of last year’s Convention stars, Kathryn

many forums.

Findlay FRIAS, whose terminal illness was diagnosed just a few

Of course, procurement continues to be a huge pre-occupation

weeks after the Convention. As her fellow speaker, Professor Sue

and without going back over much that has been rehearsed

Roaf FRIAS, so aptly put it, “she flew so high – yet she was still

in previous writings by yours truly and others, the Scottish

ours!”.

Government does seem to be taking note. Our procurement
report has been repeatedly quoted and clearly served its purpose
in getting our message across and ensuring that the RIAS was at
the table. The wheels however grind exceeding slow.
On communications and public representation, hopefully our
members will have registered significant changes. The Quarterly

NEIL BAXTER HON FRIAS
SECRETARY AND TREASURER
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REGULARS // ARCHIVAL
55 YEARS AGO
EXTRACT FROM PROSPECT NO.13,
SPRING 1959

FROM
OUR
ARCHIVE
IAN STUART CAMPBELL HON
FRIAS, A FORMER EDITOR OF
THE RIAS MEMBERS’ JOURNAL
CONTINUES HIS REGULAR
SERIES
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Anxiety about the loss of stone building
traditions sparked an impassioned plea for
stone…
… back in 1897 when I became an
apprentice in an architect’s office, stone
was and had been for a long time, our basic
building material.
… the average quality of mason work
was high – some of it by our current
standards superlatively high. Fine results
were not considered remarkable in these
days. They were taken for granted. What
about that scabbled work? Eight strokes
to the inch, or ten? Better say ten. And
the jointing of the ashlar? Sixteenth
inch? Who dares expect so much from
tradesmen now?
Fashions always occur as exciting
novelties… They are with us for a season,
and then, after they have done their best,
and worst, people tire of them, and wish
to have them cleared away for effects still
more exciting. It is so in architecture as in
other things, and the quest of the architect
as designer- as I see it- has always been,
consciously or unconsciously, the search
for values, material and immaterial, which

seem to have in them some quality of
permanence.
... stone still is in itself and in the
sum of all its qualities, the best external
building material that the human race
has so far discovered – and the most
satisfying to look at. It is widely believed
that in Scotland we cannot afford to use
stone. Stone is not used because it is too
dear, and it is too dear because it is not
used. That is the deadlock to be broken.
We do not need to be told that stone is
as intimately associated with the Scottish
tradition of building as it is with the land
itself. We have built with it for centuries.
We know that supplies are unlimited. We
know that we have been able to afford it
when our country was much poorer than
it is now; and if our costing tells us that
we cannot afford it, then I should think it
probable that there is something wrong
with our costing.
James Shearer
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25 YEARS AGO
EXTRACT FROM PROSPECT NO. 37,
SUMMER 1989

had shown for the history of the area, the
particularities of place, the smallness of
scale. As for climate he said, returning full
circle to the Convention theme, the best
thing was to give the “illusion” of being in
a better one! – so cover everything in and
look out at the good things!
Richard Jaques RIAS

1 YEAR AGO
RIAS QUARTERLY NO.13, SPRING
2013
SP RING 2 013
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RIAS AWARDS SHORTLIST
FUTURE OF SCOTLAND’S PAST – PART 2

The phenomenon “delight in design” reached
its full power when the RIAS International
Convention proved able to attract huge
delegate numbers to the border town of Kelso
for four days talking about “architecture of
illusion and allusion”.
… Black Light Theatre whose lighting
expertise showed how the Tait Hall
could be transformed from a mere hall
... climaxed with freezing theatrical fog
enveloping the front rows of the audience
and the sounds of Holst and superb light
effects dramatically emphasising their
apparent demise. It is understood that all
survived with little more than pneumonia
and migraine.
George J F Simpson RIAS
Terry Farrell ... gave what was by general
agreement the best talk of the day … on
the philosophy informing his South Bank
Scheme. He poo-pooed Rogers’ scheme
for the same, but applauded Kier’s, the
difference being (he said) the respect Kier

A “Master of effects?” perhaps. What
Soane’s Museum positively demonstrates
is a creative use of space. It is certainly more
than interior designing that produced a
space of such poetic quality. An example
of this was given by Margaret Richardson’s
description of Soane’s layering of the
space. The use of the façade, in particular
the projecting bay at ground and first
floor level to provide another layering
of the interior space, is clearly executed,
thereby underlining Soane’s architectural
intentions. At the conclusion of Margaret
Richardson’s lecture we were under no
illusion that what the Soane Museum had
to offer was for real.
Fergus Purdie RIAS
In a passionate, prejudiced and witty
manner Sir Nicholas Fairbairn conceded
that architects were improving…Had he
joined the afternoon walking tour of Kelso
instead of rushing off…, then he would
have been aware of…the comments of the
satisfied client, Dr Cameron who showed
the party round the Edenside Health
Centre…
The cohesive force of the RIAS as
demonstrated by the support for the
Convention must surely be harnessed…
to ensure more creative power for the
architect without him being saddled
additional responsibilities by the client
and the Contractor alike.
Ian G Cook FRIAS

SENSE OF PLACE
MONA SIDDIQUI OBE HON FRIAS

£10.00
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In an echo of sentiment recorded 55 years
ago, this extract bemoans loss in changing
times!
Centralisation is sucking the life out of
rural areas. We are wading through a
treacle of bureaucracy. The rural areas are
losing their professional base, the jobs,
the opportunities and its skills (and the
Council Tax revenue it creates).
We must protect our local
environment, enhance places, and see
the economic benefit of good design …
Tourists don’t come back to see kit houses
or boxes, they come to see the place, its
history, its natural beauty. We can show
the way to the future but not by following
the path we are on. Let’s put the capital
‘A’ back into the Art of architecture. Don’t
start with a budget, start with a heart!
Stuart Bagshaw FRIAS
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let’s talkTangram
Abbotsford House Visitor Centre Aberdeen Art Gallery Aegon Apex Hotel Baillie Gifford Bank of Scotland Bruntsfield Golf Club
Buccleuch Property Dana Petroleum Dobbies Dundee Contemporary Arts Centre Glen Coe Visitor Centre Historic Scotland
Hilton Hotel Holiday Inn Maggies Centres Missoni Hotel Monachyle Mhor Mortonhall Golf Club National Museum of Scotland
National War Museum Opal Lounge Park Inn Pinewood Studios Pizza Express Quartermile Rosslyn Chapel Visitor Centre
Royal Bank of Scotland Royal London Shell Skyscanner St. Giles Cathedral Café Standard Life Tate Gallery Liverpool The Foyer
The Fruitmarket Gallery Café Tigerlily Treacle Whitby Abbey Café

Leading experts in contemporary furniture and interiors for twenty years

33/37 JEFFREY STREET EDINBURGH EH1 1DH T: 0131 556 6551
E: info@tangramfurnishers.co.uk www.tangramfurnishers.co.uk
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LOA+DS ON GUIDE
ARCHITECTURE + DESIGN SCOTLAND
LEVEL 2, THE LIGHTHOUSE, MITCHELL LANE, GLASGOW, G1 3LX; MON-SAT 10.30AM-5PM, SUN 12-5PM
ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN SCOTLAND (A+DS) PROVIDES A GREAT RANGE OF EVENTS AND EXHIBITIONS AT THE LIGHTHOUSE, 11 MITCHELL LANE, GLASGOW.
IN THE COMING MONTHS THE FOCUS WILL BE ON THE SUSTAINABILITY LEGACY OF GLASGOW’S COMMONWEALTH GAMES – FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE
PROGRAMME ON WWW.ADS.ORG.UK OR @ARCDESSCO

RACHEL THIBBOTUMUNUWE

PETER DIBDIN

A+DS EXHIBITIONS AND EVENTS

GREEN2014: THE ENVIRONMENTAL
LEGACY OF THE XX COMMONWEALTH
GAMES IN GLASGOW
LEVEL 2
11 APRIL – 24 OCTOBER 2014

Architecture and Design Scotland will
host a programme of exhibitions, events
and activities that aim to get behind the
scenes of the environmental legacy of the
Commonwealth Games 2014.
The Games in Glasgow will be a
spectacular display of world-class sporting
success, which will not only bring together
thousands of elite athletes, volunteers and
spectators to join an incredible festival of
sport and culture but also provide a unique
opportunity to build a “green” legacy of
facilities and infrastructure.
Glasgow’s approach demonstrates that
with the right attitude it is not difficult or
expensive to make a difference. The lessons
can be applied anywhere – across Scotland
or by any other small country that aspires
to host an event such as this.
The rich schedule of events and
exhibitions – led by Architecture and
Design Scotland – celebrates and
showcases the range of sustainabilityrelated projects being delivered by
the Scottish Government, Glasgow
City Council, The Games Organising

Committee and partners throughout and
beyond the Games. It demonstrates how
these projects contribute to the success
of the Games and will act as a launch pad
for a legacy that will benefit the citizens
of Glasgow, the people of Scotland and
visitors for years to come.
The programme constructed by
Architecture and Design Scotland will
allow visitors to:
• Understand Glasgow’s successful bid
and what makes this approach unique;
• Find out about Glasgow’s rich sporting
history and track record in hosting
events;
• Appreciate why Glasgow’s approach
to delivering the Games will have a
positive impact across the city;
• Explore
the
venues
through
photographic portraits and video;
• Experience the sustainably-developed
athletes’ village;
• Be introduced to Glasgow’s 20
“Greener Legacy” projects and the
National Legacy programme, ranging
from renewable energy infrastructure
projects and urban bee keeping to the
children’s play The Worm, accessible
Commonwealth
Woods,
active
travel innovations and wide-scale
regeneration schemes.

This interactive exhibition will
allow you to get involved with events,
workshops and active architectural tours
and the programme will have something
for everyone.
Find out more about our Legacy activities
on www.ads.org.uk and #green2014legacy
SCOTTISH CIVIC TRUST’S MY PLACE
EXHIBITION
LEVEL 5
27 MARCH – 4 MAY 2014
The Scottish Civic Trust’s My Place
Awards celebrate the real difference
good architecture, good design and good
civic champions can make to the lives of
communities. Also on display is the My
Place Photography Competition, which
encourages school-age children to look
at the places and spaces around them,
including an introduction to the My Place
Photography Learning Project.
MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
MATERIALS LIBRARY
LEVEL 2
PERMANENT
Visit our free-to-use materials library
where you can explore and analyse a wide
range of sustainable building materials.
Open daily on Level 2.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
WWW.ADS.ORG.UK | INFO@ADS.ORG.UK
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IMPRESSIONS OF MILAN
IAN STUART CAMPBELL HON FRIAS OFFERS SOME ‘SNAPS’, SKETCHES AND PERSONAL REFLECTIONS ON MILAN

VINTAGE TRAM

European or Italian? Industrialisation
and discontinuous urban antiquity
distinguishes Milan from most Italian
cities and unification and significant postwar inward migration brought commercial
prominence. As it became a metropolitan
area, traditional courtyards and noble
residences became less accessible but still
architecturally rewarding for explorers
around Piazza dei Mercanti or Quadrilatero
D’Oro. Innovative early skyscrapers (Torre

Velasca and the Pirelli Tower) further
reinforced Milan’s reputation as Italy’s
“engine room” and a challenger to Florence
as fashion capital.
Milan offers spectacular architectural
confections. Castello Sforzesco is an
enormous 14th-century citadel with
decorative frescos by Leonardo Da
Vinci and Donato Bramante. It gained
significance in the late 19th century
when the semi-circular Piazza Castello

and Fontana were constructed and Via
Dante cut a pedestrian route through the
medieval street plan direct to the castle’s
gate. Torre del Filarete (1905) over this
gateway is a monument to King Umberto
I and now signals the city’s civic art centre.
A few blocks west, Chiesa Santa Maria
delle Grazie’s humble refectory is now
a precious architectural mongrel, part
intensive care unit, part high security
vault. Preserving the inestimable value of

13
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GALLERIA VITTORIO EMANUELE II

Leonardo’s “Last Supper” justifies serious
technology, investment and liberal attitudes
to cost control. Reassuringly “value” trumps
“cost” in Milanese philosophy.
The Duomo also elevates quantity
surveyors’ blood pressure. Construction
took almost six centuries – five times
Gaudi’s Sagrada Familia! Granite founds
support marble carved facades and four
thousand sculpted figures crown this vast

14

temple, which continues to attract hordes
to its roof terraces. Candoglia white
marble was donated, with transportation
costs, by Duke Gian Galeazzo, which was
surely a welcome saving even then for the
public purse.
Commenced in 1386 and consecrated
in 1577, Napoleon ordered completion in
1805 but work continued on the Duomo
until 1965, still leaving un-carved blocks.

The value of this project, however, cannot
be overstated, particularly in respect of
tourism.
Adjacent, a gigantic triumphal arch
announces Galleria Vittorio Emanuele
II (1861), still the key inspiration for all
modern enclosed shopping centres. In
contrast to the Duomo, this elaborate cast
iron and stone landmark was constructed
in only 12 years and its innovative design

S P R I N G 2 014 R I A S Q U A R T E R LY

PIAZZA DEI MERCANTI

BAGATTI MUSEO

was quickly adapted by another architect
in the almost identical Galleria Umberto
(Naples) a few years later. Four tall, vaulted,
glazed arcades intersect at a bright dome,
illuminating colourful mosaic flooring.
Retailers vie for prominence and cafe
seating spills along the mall connecting
Piazza del Duomo with Teatro alla Scala.
“People watching” here is elevated far
beyond mere sport.

TORRE DE FILARETE

High-heeled fashionisti elegantly
negotiate tram rails, vent grills and
huge cobbles or dodge vintage timber
tramcars, or modern variants, in a bustling
international yet Italian streetscape.
A north-American flavour scents
“modernist” intrusions, as at Stazione
Centrale. Opened in 1931, it was
immediately reminiscent of New York’s
Grand Central and Washington’s Union

stations. Sculptures and colourful mosaics
bring “art nouveau” to its soaring vaults.
Recent refurbishment recreated ticket
halls and introduced mezzanine retail
below impressive high-level concourses
where platforms have views which
reach out towards the Dolomites. These
spectacular facilities demonstrate that
here too “value still trumps costs”.
IAN STUART CAMPBELL HON FRIAS
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We know education.

Our design team has gone
to town to create spaces
that challenge and delight
young minds. Lollipop, Surf
and Genesis cubicle ranges
are perfect combinations of
fun, safety and hygiene.

Safety features

Excellent service

We know washrooms.
Call 01474 353333 www.venesta.co.uk
10-year guarantee

Low-level vanities

We know washrooms.
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RIAS AWARDS 2014
SUPPORTED BY

THE JUDGES OF THIS YEAR’S AWARDS ARE MARJORIE
APPLETON FRIAS, LIZ DAVIDSON OBE HON FRIAS,
GEORGE OLDHAM RIAS RIBA, DOUG READ PPRIAS AND

CRAIG WHITE RIBA. THE FOLLOWING PAGES ILLUSTRATE
THIS YEAR’S SHORTLISTED SCHEMES WITH BRIEF
COMMENTS FROM THE JUDGES.
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261 WEST PRINCES STREET
GLASGOW
£ CONFIDENTIAL
ELDER & CANNON ARCHITECTS

ELDER & CANNON

26-31 CHARLOTTE SQUARE
EDINBURGH
£12.00M
MORGAN MCDONNELL ARCHITECTURE LTD

This prestigious development deftly connects a row of
restored townhouses with new-build. The covered, linking,
courtyard is an appropriate transition between the restored

ROBIN GAUTIER

townhouses and the contemporary block behind.

Two new-build blocks are set in a relationship to the
existing tenements which generates a new internal pattern
of landscaped courtyards. The materials forming the new
elevations are intentionally bright and reflective.

Ground Floor Level

18
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THE BATTLE OF BANNOCKBURN VISITORS CENTRE
STIRLING
£ CONFIDENTIAL
REIACH & HALL ARCHITECTS

KEVIN MCCOLLUM

REIACH & HALL

ADVOCATE’S CLOSE
EDINBURGH
£ 30.00M
MORGAN MCDONNELL ARCHITECTURE LTD

In the year which marks the 700th anniversary of one of
Scotland’s most famous battles, this building provides
engaging interpretation. The, almost literal, “black box”,
encloses a bright and welcoming interior.

Urban weaving at its most complex, connected into the
existing patterns of Edinburgh’s upper Old Town, the project
connects refurbished historic properties with new-build. A
substantial mixed development, full of interest.
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GENIE DEPEWEG

THE BIRKS CINEMA
ABERFELDY
£ 1.23M
ROBIN BAKER ARCHITECTS

BUCHANAN GARDENS
GLASGOW
£ CONFIDENTIAL
BDP

The frontage on Glasgow’s premier shopping street is a
series of attractive blocks with different treatments. The
rooftop residencies open onto a garden, generating a new

This substantial Art Deco historic cinema, long derelict,
provides a new 100-seater auditorium and a café/bar
generating life, engagement and a cultural focus within a
property which has been thoroughly reinvigorated.
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community in the heart of the city.
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CLYDEBANK EAST WORKSHOPS
CLYDEBANK
£ 1.49M
ELDER & CANNON ARCHITECTS

ANDREW LEE

ELDER & CANNON

ANDREW NICKOLLS

CLIFF HOUSE
ISLE OF SKYE
£ 245,000
DUALCHAS ARCHITECTS

What might have been simple, utilitarian structures are
transformed into a development which declares itself. A
simple palette redefines conventional notions of workshops,
setting a marker for future development.

Simple geometries and timber cladding connect this new
home to its beautiful elevated site. Highly insulted, the
house provides maximum protection from the extremes of
Skye’s weather.
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Danish design is our legacy, but a great legacy should always be
balanced by innovation and new ideas. BoConcept has taken the
great traditions of Danish design to the world’s big cities and made
it our own. We call it Urban Danish Design. It has the comfort and
simplicity from Danish design and the cool vibe from the urban.

Trade
accounts
available

Discounts are available for contract accounts or client introductions.
Delivery available throughout Scotland. Call for your free design catalogue.

BoConcept Glasgow, 257 Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow. 0141 341 4920 www.boconcept.co.uk
Also in Harrods Knightsbridge, Selfridges Oxford St, Tottenham Court Road, Finchley Road,
Kingston & Notting Hill London and Bournemouth, Manchester & Newcastle.
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DALIBURGH PRIMARY SCHOOL
ISLE OF SOUTH UIST
£ 9.10M
3D REID

MCATEER PHOTOGRAPH

COMMONWEALTH GAMES ATHLETES’ VILLAGE
GLASGOW
£ 150M
RMJM ARCHITECTURE LTD

The Games’ new sports facilities and accommodation are
an enduring asset. This development of attractive modern
homes will welcome a new community to Dalmarnock and

RMJM

generate a sustainable future for the whole area.

Set amid a low lying island landscape, the building’s profile
and materials sit gently within this natural context. The plan
is simple, enclosing courtyards which provide shelter and
light.
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DISTRICT 10 - UNIT 0.1
DUNDEE
£ 1.26M
AIM

THE EDINBURGH CENTRE FOR CARBON
INNOVATION
EDINBURGH
£ 6.10M
MALCOLM FRASER ARCHITECTS

Recycled shipping containers in zany configurations adorn
urban settings across Europe. This development, one of the
first in Scotland, boldly incorporates IT motifs to welcome

GED YOUNG

start-up businesses to a revitalised Dundee.

Appropriately for a building focussed on sustainability, this
facility utilises two historic buildings, connected and given
cohesion by a new circulation block. The development draws

DAVE MORRIS PHOTOGRAPHY

on the past to enhance the future.
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THE HAINING
SELKIRK
£ 750,000
LEE BOYD LTD

GRAEME DUNCAN PHOTOGRPAHY

GRASSMARKET COMMUNITY PROJECT
EDINBURGH
£ 1.54M
GARETH HOSKINS ARCHITECTS

Transforming an awkward gap site into the entrance to
enhanced facilities provides a new social enterprise amenity
in the heart of Edinburgh. The new building occupies its site

GILLIAN HAYES

with ingenuity and charm.

Finding appropriate and sustainable new uses for historic
buildings is always a challenge. Within these archways, new
studio workshops optimise the use of the existing spaces
with minimal disruption to their historic character.
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HOUSE BY THE WOODS
ST ANDREWS
£ CONFIDENTIAL
FIFE ARCHITECTS

FERMIN BELTRAN

DAVID BARBOUR PHOTOGRAPHY

HOUSE AT CAMUSDARACH SANDS
GLENANCROSS
£ CONFIDENTIAL
RAW ARCHITECTURE WORKSHOP

The new building, like its setting, appears angular and
elemental. The simplicity of the external forms and
materials manage to both signal the new building yet
appear robustly contextual and appropriate.

9

10
8

12

11

West Elevation

North Elevation

East Elevation

South Elevation

Upper Level Plan

5

6

5
7

The form of both the rear extension and the porch deliberately

5

contrasts with the warm stone and pantiles of the original.
Mid Level Plan

Final Concept

Starting Point
3
2

4
5

1

[1]
Highland House
Simple 1.5 storey
white render, slate
roof rural highland
house.

[2]
Scaled Up
To provide sufficient
space for 21st
century family living

Evolution Diagram

N

Lower Level Plan
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1. Entrance Lobby
2. Plant Room
3. Boot Room
4. WC
5. Bedroom
6. Family Bathroom

7. En Suite
8. Living
9. Dining
10. Kitchen
11. Wood Store
12. Terrace

[3]
Cranked Plan
To capture the sun
rise behind the
mountains to the
east and the sunset
over the islands to
the west

[4]
Pulled & Pushed
Gable walls pulled
wider to open up
the main views. Roof
pushed down to
protect the building
and reduce the mass

[5]
Buried & Clad
Exposed concrete
base part
submerged. Timber
frame 100% clad
in black painted
timber

RAW
ARCHITECTURE
WORKSHOP

HOUSE AT
CAMUSDARACH
SANDS

The aesthetic elegantly combines the traditional with the
overtly modern.
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THE INN AT JOHN O’GROATS
CAITHNESS
£ 2.50M
GLM

PIP RUSTAGE

HOUSE NO. 7
ISLE OF TIREE
£ CONFIDENTIAL
DENIZEN WORKS LTD

This tight development utilises both the traditional black
house form and more agriculturally derived structures to
create main and guest houses within its enclosed setting,

DAVID BARBOUR PHOTOGRAPHY

all elegantly drawn into a unified internal composition.

This symbolic, much visited, location was, for too long, down
at heel. Brightly coloured pavilions extend the restored
Victorian hotel to create a whole new attraction and a highly
visible landmark.
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LDN ARCHITECTS

KNOCKANDO WOOLMILL
ABERLOUR
£ 2.02M
LDN ARCHITECTS

TWO COMPLIMENTARY TICKETS
TO THE SCOTTISH HOMEBUILDING,
RENOVATING & HOME IMPROVEMENT
SHOW FOR RIAS MEMBERS
Scotland’s only dedicated consumer exhibition for self-builders,
home renovators and improvers, the Show is popular with both
consumers and professionals who can hear about a range of
innovative solutions to improve profitability whilst managing
projects efficiently.
The Show is the ultimate event to help visitors create a dream
home, whether they are building from scratch, undertaking a
major extension, converting or remodeling their home or just
keen to integrate the latest technology.
It’s full of informative features, hundreds of plots and
renovation opportunities and thousands of products and
services from over 140 exhibitors, ranging from heating,
ventilation and insulation to Eco homes, home automation and
timber frame structures. As well as all the latest products and
services, experts will be on hand to provide free guidance and
support to visitors for every project from first home alterations
to a full scale self-build at 16 free seminars and 24 masterclasses.
There will also be Ask the Architects and Ask the Experts advice
areas.
The Show takes place at the SECC, Glasgow, on 17-18 May
2014. Opening hours: Saturday 10am - 5pm; Sunday 10am 4.30pm. For more information call 0844 581 1377 or visit www.
homebuildingshow.co.uk/scotland

TO OBTAIN FREE ENTRY FOR TWO SIMPLY VISIT
WWW.HOMEBUILDINGSHOW.CO.UK/RIAS
AND REGISTER YOUR DETAILS.
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The mill and its adjoining buildings, previously very much
at risk, have been given new life. Visitor facilities and
accommodation are subtle and understated, preserving and
reinterpreting important elements from Scotland’s past.
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MUIRFIELD GATE
GULLANE
£ CONFIDENTIAL
LINDSAY BUCHAN ARCHITECTS

LINDSAY BUCHAN

MACKENZIE PLACE
EDINBURGH
£ 50,000
SUTHERLAND HUSSEY ARCHITECTS

This simple pavilion in the park signals the well-established
allotments for which it provides an important and overdue
amenity. Spare and restrained, it is an elegant and attractive
intervention.

This important house has been adapted and extended in an
appropriate and respectful manner. The new additions are
carefully blended with the original to enhance this Arts and
Crafts masterpiece.

New extension partially following original external 1897 footprint

EAST ELEVATION as proposed	


	


Re-instate gable / hip as per original 1897 design including dormer detailed to match existing

Re-create extension built in 1907 and demolished in 1954

Re-create extension built in 1907 and demolished in 1954

NORTH ELEVATION as proposed

EAST ELEVATION as existing

COLIN HARRIS

NORTH ELEVATION as existin

Re-instate 1907 extension demolished in 1954

D9

SOUTH ELEVATION

	


as proposed

SOUTH ELEVATION as existing

WEST ELEVATION as proposed

WEST ELEVATION as existing

	


	


MUIRFIELD GATE	

lindsay buchan architects
63 queen charlotte street edinburgh eh6 7ey
t_+44(0)131 554 9008 f_+44(00)131 554 9809
m_07785 755175 lindsay@lindsaybuchan.com!

Section of hand printed frieze originally in the hall; re-created from!
1912 photographs and a small section of the original paper found!
during the works

Lintel over the back door made up of Client's children's initials and the year of restoration
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REDEVELOPMENT OF ST MARTIN’S CHURCH
EDINBURGH
£ CONFIDENTIAL
IAN SPRINGFORD ARCHITECTS

DAVE MORRIS PHOTOGRAPHY

NATIONAL MINING MUSEUM SCOTLAND
NEWTONGRANGE
£ CONFIDENTIAL
PURCELL

Running up through three floors, this memorial wall,
featuring new photographic and object displays, is an elegant
and powerful addition to the already extensive interpretation

CHRIS HUMPHREYS

and restored workings of the existing museum.

The site of the former church has enabled the building of a
more modest and adaptable worship space alongside new
residential development. Materials are simple and elegant
and the whole development appropriately restrained.
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SCOTTISH WATER - THE BRIDGE
STEPPS
£ CONFIDENTIAL
REIACH & HALL ARCHITECTS

KEITH HUNTER

ANDREW LEE

SCOTTISH CRIME CAMPUS
GARTCOSH
£ 49.02M
RYDER ARCHITECTURE WITH BMJ ARCHITECTS
(JOINT VENTURE)

A new Scottish classicism delineates this elegant office
development at the edge of a business park. The restraint
of the external forms and materials is continued within the
dramatic central atrium.

This large development brings together extensive stateof-the-art laboratories and support facilities. Crime scene
investigation science is used as a theme in both surface
treatments and plan.
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NIGEL YOUNG, FOSTER + PARTNERS

THE SSE HYDRO
GLASGOW
£ 125.00M
FOSTER + PARTNERS

The giant over-sailing roof declares a building which is far
from the familiar image of the edge of town supermarket.

MARC TURNER, PFM PICTURES

DAVID BARBOUR PHOTOGRAPHY

This is an elegant and welcoming new approach to retailing.

N

Level 03
10

1
0

WAITROSE
HELENSBURGH
£ 4.20M
COOPER CROMAR

5

By raising the circular auditorium at an angle, a simple
servicing and access diagram is created below the “flying
saucer” form of this new landmark. Superbly lit, it becomes
a night-time beacon.
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Novus Property
Solutions /
Building and
maintaining
relationships
across Scotland

/ React

Reactive maintenance

/ Maintain

Painting and decorating
Pre paint repairs
Planned maintenance

Novus Property Solutions is a dynamic
property maintenance specialist providing
bespoke solutions from offices in Edinburgh,
Dumfries, Dundee and Glasgow.
Novus has unrivalled experience across
many areas and, through competitive
pricing, the company’s core services of
refurbishment, planned and reactive
maintenance, cyclical painting and repair
can help clients across Scotland to attain
their objectives within budget.
With over 150 people working
across Scotland and a heritage that can
be traced back 115 years, Novus prides
itself on delivering real added value through
outstanding performance, excellent service
and dedicated customer care.

/ Build

Refurbishment and remodelling
Environmental works
New build
Design and build
Extensions and alterations

Offices in Edinburgh > Dumfries > Dundee > Glasgow

Edinburgh / T. 01506 637 637 /
E. info@novussolutions.co.uk /
W. www.novussolutions.co.uk /

AGNES FANVITO
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KATHRYN
FINDLAY
FRIAS

REMEMBERED
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KATSUHISA KIDA

POOLHOUSE

SOFT AND HAIRY HOUSE, 1994
KATSUHISA KIDA

At the Japanese Embassy recently, there was an exhibition that
showcased the vision and reality of how architects responded to
disaster in relation to the earthquake and tsunami in 2011. This
was a project Kathryn Findlay rang me about two years ago to see
if the RIBA could assist one of her Japanese students who wanted
to engage with RIBA and run a seminar and workshop with
Japanese and UK-based architects. The workshop happened and
the resulting design contributions now make up a travelling show.
Findlay’s students, from Scotland to Japan, have happy memories
of their time spent with her.
Findlay was one of British architecture’s most intriguing
figures. Immediately after graduation in 1979 she travelled to
Japan on a scholarship to work for the avant-garde architect Arata
Isozaki, who would win RIBA’s gold medal in 1986. She set up
practice – Ushida Findlay - with Eisaku Ushida in 1986 and spent
20 years practicing and teaching architecture in Japan, becoming
not only the first woman to hold an assistant professorship at
Tokyo University, but also the first foreigner to be appointed a
professor there in the 20th century. That’s quite some feat.
Ushida Findlay’s work was often described as neo-expressionist,
organic modernist and surrealist. It was typified by the wonderful
Soft and Hairy House, built in 1994 in Japan. Environmental
considerations were to the fore; a cosy, tactile home was designed
around an internal courtyard with “hairy” greenery transferred to
the roof. The roof garden was edible, surrounding a courtyard with
a blue-blob bathroom protruding into the space. Findlay described
her approach as that of a worm eating an apple, carving spaces out
of a solid mass, rather than making a structure and filling it. “The
shape is an outcome of the spaces and movement inside,” she said
– a great and imaginative link to building and nature and probably
one of the most futuristic designs of its day.
Ushida Findlay’s Truss Wall House, completed in 1993, was
a performance in new ways of design and construction with
concrete, long before today’s curvy line programmes made it
easier. It was commissioned by the owner of the Truss Wall
system, a method of constructing compound curves in concrete.
The architects reinvented the system by creating an abstract, free
and flowing form to make the most out of its confined site.
Findlay also won a RIBA competition to “reinterpret the
country house” with a design for the rebuilding of Grafton Hall,
a country house in Cheshire. It was designed to mimic the sun’s
route across the sky and featured four “wings”, with a cinema, two
pools, gym, art gallery, nanny-suite and “Zen room”.

KATSUHISA KIDA

ARCHITECT, MENTOR AND FRIEND

SOFT AND HAIRY HOUSE, 1994
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USHIDA FINDLAY

KATSUHISA KIDA

KATHRYN FINDLAY FRIAS

GRAFTON NEW HALL

TRUSS WALL HOUSE, 1993

Findlay was a great mentor and hero to many, including many
women in architecture. On the day of her untimely death she
was named winner of the 2014 Jane Drew Prize, with the judges
describing her as “one of the most original and significant British
architects, influential and inspiring in her thinking.” She would
have been so pleased to have known she had been honoured in
this way. Her award was to the person who has made the greatest
contribution to the status and profile of women in architecture.
Former winner Eva Jiřičná said: “She is one of those talented
people who always saw things differently and had a brilliant idea.
She always had a completely different viewpoint, which is why she
always won every competition – because her idea was strikingly
original. She influenced so many people, even though she was so
modest. It is so important that her effort and her contribution is
acknowledged.”
In Britain, she was probably best known for realising the
architectural side of the Orbit or ArcelorMittal Orbit, the sculpture
designed with Anish Kapoor and Cecil Balmond in the London
2012 Olympic Park. When we met on location for our filming of
Designing for Champions during the Paralympics she was so proud
of her collaboration with Kapoor that, as a talented artist herself,
she wanted to do another joint project. In life, as on film, she came
across as a modest team player, albeit with a wry sense of humour.
She told us of the nicknames for the Orbit – ranging from “Boris’s
erection” to “Meccano on crack.”
Paul Finch, a former editor of the Architects’ Journal, described
Findlay as one of only a few architects whose work merits the word

“poetic”. The Truss Wall House, for example, appeared to be more
living sculpture than home, an extraordinary variety of shapes
and forms in reinforced concrete which get away from separatelyarticulated floors in a way that echoes natural landscape.
Findlay was never interested in what she called “the bread
and butter stuff,” explaining that she did not see architecture
as defined by walls but “about movement and defining routes
through a landscape”.
What I admired about her was her energy and positive outlook
and her engagement with nature and the natural environment.
When I went to visit her in November in her rest home - or in
her “salon” as she referred to it - she was still sketching away and
we had a great chat about all the things she wanted to do in her
limited time available. Her two children were her main priority. I
was specifically invited to her funeral, which she had spent a lot of
time arranging There was poetry, music, speakers and, of course, a
wee dram of fine Scots whisky so people could celebrate her life in
good humour in great architectural and natural surroundings with
her family and friends. It was a ceremony created by the kind heart
of a thoughtful person.
Findlay was well-liked by her fellow architects. She leaves
a legacy of her poetic understanding and the imaginative links
between nature and building that will keep her in our minds for
years to come.
ANGELA BRADY PPRIBA HON FRIAS
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MASTER OF THE FUTURE-RUSTIC
Kathryn Findlay was a genius in that she had exceptional creative
power, which is pretty much the standard definition of that much
overused and misused word. I can still remember my sense of
disbelief –and delight - when I first saw the Truss Wall House.
That bubbly, white, sinewy, bony, moon-ish, 4D “thing” – it looked
frighteningly new. The metaphors still come thick and fast: “a
mighty sea shell from another planet”; “a star collapsing under
its own gravity”; “a giant alien’s petrified skull (an image further
enhanced by the strange molar-like courtyard setts within)”.
But there were other, more familiar, influences too: the organic
modernism of Frank Lloyd Wright, the surreal flair of Bruce Goff
or Bart Prince and the cave-like eeriness of Antoni Gaudi. Not that
Kathryn would have had these architects in her mind at the time.
Kathryn was full of admiration for other great architects but her
talent was really genuinely unique, a force of nature, something
that simply had to be and very much its own thing.
Truss Wall House (1993) was designed with her then husband,
Eisaku Ushida, with whom she founded the legendary Tokyobased studio Ushida Findlay in 1986. The studio was legendary,
because, alongside Truss Wall House, Kathryn and Eisaku
completed a number of other startling projects in Japan with their
sheer verve and originality trumping pretty much everything
else that was being built at the time: In 1993, Gehry had yet to
see his Bilbao Guggenheim completed, Zaha had seen her Vitra
fire station go up but not much else and parametric architecture,
a brand of form-making made possible by complex 3D-software
devised for the aeronautics and computer animation and special

effects industries, had yet to find adherents in the field. The Truss
Wall House – real, solid and lived in and 21 years old now - looks
more and more like a signpost for the movement or a winking gem
from the past, chuckling “Hey Parametrics: what kept you?”
It was, of course, nothing of the sort. Parametrics wasn’t
Kathryn’s thing. Instead, she explained, when I finally met her
in 2009 - a meeting which led to our friendship - that I should
imagine instead a worm carving a route through an apple as the
method which led to its wondrous, hollowed out form. Kathryn
was “down-to-earth”, growing up on a farm, loving nature and the
land and knowing how it worked. She had no desire to obscure
her inspiration with tin-pot philosophies or academic camouflage.
If Truss Wall House was all Kathryn had built it would have
been enough to ensure her place in the canon of architecture but
she went on to complete many more remarkable buildings. Among
my favourites are the two poolhouses she designed in the south
of England when she moved Ushida Findlay to the UK in 1999.
They have the same unsettling beauty as the Japanese house and
blend new with old to conjure the uncanny, their glass walls and
thatched roofs forging a new kind of Englishness, a new kind of
arts and crafts. I joked with her we should call it “Future-rustic.”
She loved that but she laughed about it too. Kathryn was a genius
but she was a lot of fun too and I can see her smiling eyes right
now.
RORY OLCAYTO
ACTING EDITOR, ARCHITECTS JOURNAL

Miya Ushida writes:
Our mum was not scared of dying. She said to our
father when he visited the first time in August; 運命
を、私は受け入れている。Meaning ‘I accept this
as my destiny’. My dad responded by explaining that
in Bushido (samurai) culture the emphasis is on how
you die, not how you live. He commented that her
acceptance of death was similar to that way of thinking.
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Established in 1985, Apostrophe Woodcraft is a bespoke superior
quality design, manufacturing and installation service for Kitchens,
Bedrooms and Furniture, all meticulously handcrafted by our team
of artisan cabinet-makers.
For a first class personal service throughout Scotland, contact
Douglas on 01835 863120 or douglas@apostrophewoodcraft.co.uk.

Glass Balustrading

Apostrophe Woodcraft Ltd
Unit 4 Riverside Workshops, Jedburgh TD8 6EE
Designer Craftsman – Douglas Burrows
Tel/Fax: 01835 863 120
douglas@apostrophewoodcraft.co.uk
www.apostrophewoodcraft.co.uk

Leading Door
Specialists

Grille City Aluminium specialises in the manufacture
and installation of aluminium and glass balustrades

Manufacturers of:

Timber doors and door sets • Stairs • Furniture • Counters
Mouldings • Wall panels / skirtings / architraves

Turnbull Aluminium Ltd.
t/a Grille City Aluminium
Unit 3, Inveralmond Trade Park,
Perth PH1 3TT
Tel: 01738 639 429 Fax: 01738 621 358
info@grillecity.com www.grillecity.com

ecossedoors
4 MacDowall Street, Paisley PA3 2NB • 0141 840 2266
sales@ecossedoors.co.uk • www.ecossedoors.co.uk
BM TRADA Q-Mark Accredited
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ASPECTS OF JAPAN’S ANCIENT ARCHITECTURE

TODAI-JI BELFRY BY KOSMOSXIPO

JAPAN HOLDS A PARTICULAR FASCINATION FOR MANY
ARCHITECTS BUT ATTENTION TENDS TO FOCUS ON
CONTEMPORARY PROJECTS. THIS IS THE FIRST OF
TWO ARTICLES WRITTEN BY MARK COUSINS RIAS IN
PREPARATION FOR A FORTHCOMING TRIP TO THE
FAR EAST, WHICH LOOKS BACK TO THE ORIGINS OF

JAPANESE ARCHITECTURE AND HIGHLIGHTS SOME
KEY EARLY WORKS. THIS INITIAL SELECTION INCLUDES
SIGNIFICANT EXAMPLES FROM THE SACRED (6-11TH
CENTURIES) AND FEUDAL (12-16TH CENTURIES) PERIODS
WHILST THE FOLLOW-UP ARTICLE WILL FEATURE
NOTABLE BUILDINGS FROM THE 16TH-19TH CENTURIES.
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JAPAN

BYODO-IN BY J PELLGEN

SACRED JAPAN
Pre-medieval Japan commanded a unique sensibility in relation
to other countries and saw itself as neither Asian nor Western but
occupying a privileged position, superior and separate, governed
by an elite and bolstered by its innate sense of authority and
resolute belief in the sacred. The Japanese, however, have always
had an essentially pantheistic outlook in which the divine is
enshrined in nature. The immutable, therefore, can be found in
rocks or trees and this veneration of nature, especially its transient
fragility, permeates Japanese architecture.
The earliest Japanese-built structures were Jōmon era pits with
crude pitched roofs covered in bark or grass. These early archetypal
forms evolved into shrines to honour local deities and protect the
host spirit (kami). One of the earliest shrines is at Izumo (c.550)
which, although rebuilt many times, is still recognised as one of
Japan’s most important shrines. Its design follows a number of
simple architectural precepts including an elevated platform,
expressive structure, undecorated surfaces, an enclosing veranda
and an overhanging thatched reed roof.
In Japan, any discussion of what constitutes a national
aesthetic tends to coalesce around one modest building – the Ise
Shrine. Established by Emperor Sujin’s daughter to honour the
goddess Amaterasu (mythical founder of the nation), Ise is the
touchstone of Japan’s spiritual consciousness. Sited in a small,
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white-gravelled compound in the midst of a cedar forest, Ise
embodies Japan’s desire for purity and a glimpse of the immortal.
This archaic form is similar to Izumo and measures little more
than 10.9 x 5.5m. The structure is three bays wide and two bays
deep but the main sanctuary (shoden) is screened by four wooden
palisades with access restricted only to priests and the Emperor.
Since the 7th century, it has been rebuilt as an exact replica
every 20 years on a same-sized plot adjacent to the dismantled
shrine. 2013 marked its 62nd reincarnation and witnessed the
sacred deities being solemnly transferred from shrine to shrine.
This ritual echoes the cyclical nature of existence (from erection
through life to decommissioning).
Ise stands at the core of the Shinto religion and endures as a
reference for Japanese architects. The celebrated architect Kenzo
Tange (1913-2005) promoted Ise as the authentic embodiment of
Japan and attended its rededication in 1953. He later published
a seminal book entitled ‘Ise: Prototype of Japanese Architecture’
(1965), in which he argued that: “The entire later course of Japanese
architecture starts at Ise. The use of natural materials in a natural
way, the sensitivity to structural proportion, the feeling for
space arrangement, especially the tradition of harmony between
architecture and nature, all originated here.”
Tange first achieved international recognition with his iconic
Yoyogi National Gymnasium, built for the 1964 Tokyo Olympics.
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He not only aligns his structure on axis with the nearby Meijijingu Shrine but also employs a number of explicit references
to Ise, such as the protruding concrete roof fins which splay
out and echo the shrine’s projecting bargeboards (chigi). The
renowned contemporary architect Tadao Ando (b. 1921) used Ise
as inspiration for his Japanese Pavilion at Seville’s Expo 1992.
He views the shrine as “…capable of moving the human spirit
[allowing] us to glimpse the eternal within the moment.”
Shinto shrines were built across the country, notwithstanding
the introduction of Buddhism in 583 and the architecture became
increasingly sophisticated. Details acquired a new finesse that
reflected the influence of early Chinese and Korean precedents.
The railings at Ise, for example, were embellished by Tang-dynasty
‘flaming jewel’ pierced metalwork. The Hōryū-ji Temple (607) at
Nara also articulates a number of outside sources yet stands as the
enduring masterpiece of Classical Japanese architecture.
FEUDAL JAPAN
Up until Shôgun Tokugawa’s success in uniting the country,
Japan was a fractured nation under the rule of competing feudal
warlords protected by castles. The castle has always been highly
symbolic and its role as impregnable citadel was paramount. It
was intended to evoke a sense of awe and majesty whilst also
being able to withstand siege conditions, armed opposition and

advances in military technology. The Japanese castle falls into two
distinct categories depending on its geographical setting – either
sited on a hill (sanjo) or located on the flat plain (hirajo). Location
was highly strategic, of course, and often spawned a thriving
hinterland, which would later coalesce into bustling cities such as
Osaka, Nagoya and Tokyo.
Nagoya Castle was commissioned by Tokugawa in 1610 to
consolidate his hold on power. The distinctive stone base sweeps
up to multi-gabled towers with the topmost ridge capped by a
pair of copper dolphins to ward off evil spirits. The castle survived
centuries of earthquakes, storms and fires before succumbing
to Allied bombing during World War II. It was reconstructed (in
concrete) some 15 years later with the incorporation of lifts and
other modern conveniences.
Castle plans reveal a number of fortified compounds arranged
sequentially to disrupt any aggressor’s advance towards the
central command post. Movement within the castle grounds was
labyrinthine in an effort to confuse and harry the enemy. The
castle’s defences were augmented by observation towers, moats,
ramparts, thick walls, gate houses, stacked gables, prison cells,
magazines and stores.
Perhaps the most celebrated castle is Himeji, also known as the
White Heron (or Egret) Castle. Its prototype was Azuchi Castle,
near Kyoto – a classic hilltop castle built by Oda Nobunaga in the
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JAPAN

KINKAKU-JI BY MICHA

late 16th century. Its influential design reflected his enthusiasm
for imported European ideas and set new standards in military
fortification, with a staggered circulation system comprising
multiple concentric courtyards. He also commissioned a series
of opulent interior murals highlighted in gold leaf to provide a
polychromatic backdrop to courtly ceremonies. Today, only its
stone plinth remains, following a catastrophic fire in 1582.
ANTIQUE JAPAN
Japan’s abundant forests ensured that timber was the primary
building material. The skill of the carpenter is self-evident in the
ornate Phoenix Hall (1053) of the Byōdō-in Temple in Nara, which
is acknowledged as the best surviving example of Heian era (7941185) architecture. The principal hall is flanked by symmetrical
wings which serve little purpose other than to enhance the
composition, especially when mirrored in the surrounding pond.
The whole ensemble represents the Buddhist vision of ‘Western
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Paradise’, a sensual haven promising eternal bliss. This quest for
the divine trickled down to secular architecture as well and can
be discerned in a number of domestic projects built exclusively
for wealthy nobles. ‘Shinden-zukuri’ residences comprise a
collection of buildings connected by covered passages, usually in a
symmetrical, U-shape arrangement. The main structure (‘sleeping
palace’) was orientated towards a south-facing court and an
extensive garden and was intended to instill a renewed reverence
for nature.
Throughout the 14th century, with the rise of the warrior class,
a new approach to residential architecture evolved based largely
on Zen Buddhist notions of form. ‘Shoin’ style (literally meaning
a ‘desk’ or ‘writing hall’) evolved initially as a private study for the
abbot. The focus of the house was the desk, usually elevated on a
simple raised platform, with a window above and an adjacent altar
recess. Rooms were demarcated by sliding, translucent screens
(shoji) made from a gridded timber lattice and mulberry paper (not
rice paper as often assumed) with tatami mats or polished wood
flooring. This design approach can be seen in Kyoto’s celebrated
Golden Pavilion and Silver Pavilion.
The Golden Pavilion (Kinkaku-ji) was built around 1220 as a villa
for the statesman Kintsune Saionji. The upper façade is finished in
gold leaf on Japanese lacquer and its idyllic lakeside garden setting
was intended to convey a Buddhist representation of paradise on
earth. He then sold the property in 1397 to the retired shogun
Yoshimitsu, who facilitated its later conversion to a Zen temple
(in accordance with his will). During the Onin civil war (1467-1477)

GREAT SOUTH GATE, TODAI-JI
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NIKKO BY DAVID SANZ

most of the temple complex was razed, all bar the pavilion, but in
1950 a disaffected novice monk set fire to the surviving building
and the present structure is a faithful copy dating from 1955. It was
inscribed as a World Heritage Site along with its sister temple, the
Silver Pavilion (Ginkaku-ji) in 1994.
Lying just to the south of Kyoto, the city of Nara (a one-time
capital) houses some of the oldest surviving wooden structures
in the world. They represent a turning point in the development
of Japanese architecture. The Tôdai-ji temple complex is the
most notable site and includes the Great Buddha Hall (kondô),
a monumental seven-bay wooden structure built in 752 to house
a 15m-high bronze Buddha statue. It was badly damaged by fire
in 1180 but reconstructed during the early Edo period. Although
reduced by a third in size, it is still the largest extant wooden
structure in the world.
The Great South Gate (nandai-mon) dates from 1199 and was
built by the monk Chōgen, who deployed ideas gleaned during

his visits to Sung dynasty China. This massive edifice presents a
somewhat severe, engineered appearance comprising a matrix of
repetitive timber structural components assembled in a process
verging on mass production – an early precursor to Joseph Paxton’s
Crystal Palace of 1851 perhaps? Arata Isozaki’s insightful book on
‘Japan-ness in Architecture’ (2006), praises Chōgen’s consummate
use of wood as “…the raw embodiment of a material imagination
exceeding any species of familiar, or merely humane, vision.”
Tôdai-ji remains a place of pilgrimage but today’s visitors are
mostly tourists who simply gaze in awe at the sheer scale of the
structure. Isozaki argues that: “Architectural discourse demands
that we view buildings as events and not simply as inert objects.”
His book sets out a scholarly exposition of Chōgen’s mastery of
construction technology and emphasis on pure architectural form.
These qualities confirm Tôdai-ji’s influential role in shaping Japan’s
architecture and exemplify indigenous notions of antiquity.
MARK COUSINS RIAS
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QUINQUENNIAL
REVIEW
AT THE END OF 2013 OUR PRESIDENT INSTRUCTED A
REVIEW OF THE INCORPORATION’S ANNUAL REPORTS
FOR 2008-2012 AND A DATABASE REVIEW TO CHART THE
CHANGE IN MEMBERSHIP NUMBERS OVER THE PERIOD.

The following list is simply ‘pulled’ from the Incorporation’s
Annual Report from 2008 until 2012 (the report for 2013 is still
a work in progress). Some of what’s listed here is straightforward
organisational housekeeping (quite literally in the case of the
works to our HQ at Rutland Square).
Membership figures before 2010, when our new database
system was introduced, are not fully reliable. However, the overall
trend shows a gradual increase from a total membership of 3,765 in
2007 to the current total of just over 4,300.
Some of the Incorporation’s key achievements not highlighted
below are the launch of our Online Directory in 2013/14, our work
on the designation of 2016 as the Year of Innovation, Architecture
and Design, the raising of the Scottish Futures Trust’s threshold
from £750k to £3.5m, the Scottish Government’s Construction
Procurement Review, prompted by the RIAS publication, Building
a Better Future? and the introduction of RIAS Chartered Practice.
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ANNUAL REPORT (2008-2012)
SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENTS AND PERFORMANCE
2008 (PUBLISHED SUMMER 2009)
- Ambitious restoration and adaptation of RIAS HQ, including
new roof, draught-proof windows and new catering and toilet
facilities,
- New bookshop/reception area,
- Organisational structure re-built – committees operating to
new remits and reporting to Council,
- New graphics applied across whole range of RIAS’ productions,
- New strategic plan agreed in draft by Council, charting
Incorporation’s course from 2009-2016,
- Student awards now undertaken in-house, in tandem with The
Lighthouse,
- Two new architectural guides produced,
- Annual Summer and Winter Fellows’ Receptions introduced,
- New Lifetime Achievement Award introduced.
2009 (PUBLISHED SUMMER 2010)
- New RIAS/RIBA Partnership Agreement,
- Members Room (Joyce Deans Room) introduced,
- New Strategic Plan (2009-2016) approved,
- Conservation Accreditation relaunched,
- Sustainability Accreditation relaunched,
- RIAS Energy Design Certification (formerly RIAS-regs)
relaunched,
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-

Kitchen upgrade and new second floor kitchenette (2009).

2010 (PUBLISHED SUMMER 2011)
- Abolished term “Associate” – ARIAS replaced by RIAS,
- New Strategic Plan (2012-2016) revisited,
- RIAS adjudicators refreshed through an induction course,
exam and review,
- Student Awards renamed ‘A+DS & RIAS Scottish Student
Awards’,
- All Chapters now have awards programmes,
- Planning a year-long festival of architecture in 2016,
- New RIAS Quarterly introduced.
2011 (PUBLISHED SUMMER 2012)
- The Incorporation has over 4000 members for the first time in
its history,
- Corporate Strategy revised for 2012-2016,
- Repairs in basement and sub-basement result in a new meeting
space (Garden Room), staff room and installation of 29 works
gifted by our Honorary Fellows,
- New website launched and new members’ database established,
- New protocol for Conservation Accreditation discussed with
Historic Scotland and English Heritage,
- RIAS expert witness list increased following refresher course,
exam and interview,
- Publication of Public Procurement in Scotland: Building a Better
Future?

2012 (PUBLISHED SUMMER 2013)
- Corporate Strategy for 2012-2016 approved,
- Modernisation of two large basement offices,
- Website received further upgrade,
- Conservation accreditation scheme re-introduced monitoring,
number of assessors expanded to respond to demand,
- RIAS Awards inaugural year - received 71 submissions (a record
for any Scottish architectural award), 18 awards presented,
- RIAS contributed to BBC Beechgrove Garden community
garden projects,
- The Architectural Tourist by Ian Stuart Campbell published in
memory of Sharon McCord Hon FRIAS.
The above is a synopsis of five years’ work. It omits large chunks
of very necessary endeavour, like the dozens of Government
consultations to which the Incorporation has responded, select
committees attended and events organised (including the most
durable international annual architectural convention in Europe).
However, as a snapshot, it highlights that much has been done and
will help determine much that’s still to do!
NEIL BAXTER HON FRIAS
SECRETARY AND TREASURER
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FELLOWSHIP DINNER

BARONESS GOLDIE ON FELLOWSHIP
MALCOLM COCHRANE

THE FOLLOWING IS ADAPTED FROM THE ADDRESS
BARONESS ANNABEL GOLDIE MSP HON FRIAS GAVE TO
THE INCORPORATION’S RECENT FELLOWS DINNER
“I want to thank the Incorporation for the honour of bestowing
upon me an Honorary Fellowship of this venerable institution.
I feel very privileged to have been considered suitable to be a
recipient. I have been asked to address the theme of “fellowship”.
Given I am such a novice in this area, that is a tall order!
In my own life I have known the fellowship of lawyers – quite
a large entity - the Scottish Conservatives, a smaller grouping but
very matey, and politicians, a fraternity and sorority reaching
across parties. To me, there are common themes and characteristics
of fellowship. One is respect – when you know how difficult it is to
do something, you respect those who take on the same challenge.
Another is collegiate strength in representing a collective position
or stimulus in debate, discussion and distillation of view. Also very
important is mutual support.
These are all strengths and attributes with which this
Incorporation is familiar.
Of course, another fellowship of long-standing duration which
I hold in great affection is the fellowship of the United Kingdom.
I am not going to presume to tell you how to vote. You are going

IAIN CONNELLY PRIAS AND BARONESS GOLDIE MSP HON FRIAS

to have to make up your own minds on 18th. September. I would
merely urge you to vote and I counsel careful examination of what

market. On 24th June, Mary Pickford became the first female film

is presented to you. Distinguishing between aspiration and fact

star to get a $1 million contract.

will be important.
Back to the subject in hand. I thought I had better find out a
little more about the RIAS, The Royal Incorporation of Architects
in Scotland (RIAS) was founded in 1916 as the professional
body for all chartered architects in Scotland. It is the foremost

And some things don’t change! In the Scottish First Division,
Celtic came top. Other things do, however. Morton was in second
place.
So what is fellowship? For the answer I looked at the Oxford
English Dictionary. Its definition was:

architectural institute in the country dealing with architecture and
the built environment.
What else was happening in 1916? Well, apart from the obvious,
on 5th February Enrico Caruso recorded “O Solo Mio” for the Victor
Talking Machine Co, a prelude to the Glasgow restaurant of that
name. On 26th March, “The Birdman of Alcatraz” received solitary
confinement. June 1st brought Coca-Cola’s current formula to the
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“Friendly association, especially with people who share one’s
interests:
1.1 A group of people meeting to pursue a shared interest or aim;
1.2 A guild or corporation;
2 The status of a fellow of a college or society; eg. “a fellowship
in mathematics”.
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So what am I joining and how does it compare? The Royal

I then moved on to the RIAS. Who are my bedfellows so to

Society for the encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and

speak (metaphorically) and how many of them are there? Well,

Commerce (RSA), founded in a coffee shop in Covert Garden in

there are approximately 150 RIAS Honorary Fellows. Now, by

1754, has a 27,000-strong Fellowship. That’s quite a crowd.

comparison with the crowded territory of the RSA, that may seem

The Royal Society of Edinburgh was established in 1783 and

modest. But a mere scan down the names and the pedigree, the

currently has around 1,540 Fellows, including 63 Honorary Fellows

calibre, the stature of your Fellowship shines like a beacon from

(“who are members of the Royal House or persons eminently

the page. What a galaxy of talent is on offer.

distinguished in any subject within our disciplinary domains”)

I could enjoy the perfect dinner party with the charm of Neil

and 62 Corresponding Fellows (“persons who have attained high

Baxter, the juristic incisiveness of Lord Cameron of Lochbroom,

international standing in any subject within our disciplinary

the wit of His Royal Highness Prince Philip, the literary joy which

domains and who are not normally resident in the UK”).

is Liz Lochhead, the polemics of Linda Fabiani and, to top it all, at

The founding charters of the Royal Society of London were
drawn up in the 1660s. There are approximately 1,450 Fellows and
Foreign Members, including about 80 Nobel Laureates.

the piano, Sir Peter Maxwell Davies.
In the world of fellowship and fellowships, I have struck gold.
The Goldie is gilded!

Now there is something of which I am very proud. I am an

So I want to say how honoured I am to join such illustrious

Honorary Fellow of the University of Strathclyde. So I went on

company and to thank the Incorporation for conferring this

their website to see how many of them there are. This is such a

honour upon me.

select grouping it’s not even mentioned on the website!

BARONESS ANNABEL GOLDIE MSP HON FRIAS

FOR A SPACE THAT REALLY
‘GETS IT’. THE FLOOR IS
YOURS. TALK TO US.
WHEN IT COMES TO IMPROVING YOUR FACILITY, NOBODY
HAS MORE TO SAY THAN YOU DO. SO OUR FIRST PRIORITY IS
TO LISTEN. BY WORKING WITH YOU EVERY STEP OF THE WAY,
NORA WILL HELP YOU TURN YOUR IDEAL SPACE INTO A REALITY.

Learn more:
www.nora.com/uk
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INDEPENDENCE REFERENDUM

KEITH HUNTER

INDYREF FOR ARCHITECTS – THREAT OR OPPORTUNITY?

THE SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT (EMBT / RMJM LTD)

A matter of months away from the Independence Referendum, we
are increasingly inundated with opinions, assertions and statistics
- and claims of grave threats or golden opportunities - from the
“Yes Scotland’” and “Better Together” campaigns.
As an apolitical organisation, RIAS has no position on whether
Scottish independence would be good or bad; that is for members
to decide for themselves. However, the RIAS Council has requested
that its committees consider the implications on the profession
of a “Yes” result. This issue has already been discussed in the
Communications, Events, Awards and Membership committee
(CEAM), where the implications of a “No” vote were also touched
upon.
In terms of impact on the profession in Scotland, CEAM
agreed that there are two sides to this; what might essentially be
defined as “stuff” and “aspirations”. “Stuff” refers to the practical,
legislative, operational and governmental aspects which define
and frame the practice of architecture in Scotland and the areas of
interconnectivity and joint enterprise with RIBA, the rest of the UK
and internationally. “Aspirations” is more intangible but equally
fundamental; as a wee country that has influenced the world, how
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would Scottish independence affect our architecture culturally,
aesthetically and philosophically? What would Scotland’s place be
in the architectural world; how would it talk to the rest of the UK
and Europe; how would it seek to promote itself; and how would it
invite the rest of the world to view Scotland?
These are questions that cannot easily be answered. Even the
hard facts that are being sought across the public and political
spectrum cannot, in many respects, be provided until after the
vote, when a result is known and negotiations begin.
The result of the referendum is uncertain, although it
increasingly appears that it will be close. As the Better Together
parties seek to develop a response to the “other” question – “what
happens if we vote No?”- the best that the profession can do in
the run-up is – to paraphrase Donald Rumsfeld – to address the
“known knowns”, consider and discuss the “known unknowns”
and leave the “unknown unknowns” to look after themselves.
As a Royal Chartered, federally-organised body, RIAS is already
well suited to operate in an independent Scotland and no undulypainful divorce from RIBA would be required. But, undoubtedly,
independence will bring change and the opportunity to re-frame
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how we do things and how well we do them.
The major “known known” issues are as follows and will
need to be addressed, sustained, amended or developed by the
Incorporation after 18th September this year if Scots vote for
independence.
REGISTRATION, REGULATION AND EDUCATION
Architectural registration, regulation and education vary among
our European neighbours. Sweden and Denmark do not enforce
regulation on practice or on title; Italy, France, Spain and Germany
have protected title and varying degrees of protected practice;
Norway, outside the EU but in the EEC, has no compulsory
registration or protection of title.
Following a “Yes” vote, the opportunity would exist for a
review of how the profession operates; whether protection of title
or practice is fundamentally required and, if so, to what extent and
in what way architectural education in Scotland is to be regulated
and harmonised with EU practice or retained in the form currently
defined and regulated within the UK.
PROTECTION OF TITLE
There is much variation throughout the EU and the EEC and
worldwide. A Scottish ARB will presumably be required. Would
the Incorporation seek instead to be granted regulatory status by
Government and the EU, similar to the RIAI? Or would we wish to
look at EU examples for different models of practice?
RELATIONSHIP WITH GOVERNMENT
RIAS has productive relationships with the Scottish Government.
If “Yes”, the need for and extent of liaison, lobbying and mutual
working will significantly increase and appropriate resources will
be required. Such resources would be significantly greater if RIAS
seeks to adopt a regulatory role.
A “known unknown” is the future of bodies such as
Architecture and Design Scotland (A+DS) and Historic Scotland,
which will have an impact on RIAS. In the short term, the “ain’t
broke” approach will no doubt prevail, with existing UK structures
being retained and adapted.
FUNDING / SUBSCRIPTIONS; RIAS INCOME
RIAS has an agreement with RIBA that post-independence would
lapse. This would be replaced by RIAS becoming one of the “group

eligibility” institutions for Scottish members wishing to join
RIBA or to retain existing membership. “RIBA only” members in
Scotland would have to join RIAS to qualify for RIBA membership
on this basis. With independence, RIAS would retain 100 per cent
of membership fees but this increase in income - and more - would
be needed to fund any increased regulatory and/or government
liaison services, global representation and continuing, but broader,
promotion of the profession internationally.
NATIONAL / INTERNATIONAL PROMOTION AND LIAISON
RIBA currently maintains relations with overseas bodies,
promoting UK architects and architecture internationally. These
activities would transfer to RIAS – presumably in conjunction with
A+DS - with independence. Setting aside resource implications,
would RIAS wish to seek agreement with RIBA on an accord that
enables a degree of future joint operations internationally?
As an independent nation, Scotland will seek accords and cooperation with the rest of the UK in various areas. Are construction
and architecture such areas?
WHAT DO WE THINK?
The reality of the referendum is making the country think about
how things can be made better. If Scotland votes for independence,
there will be an opportunity, if we want to grasp it, to define and
promote change in the profession in terms of its operation, its
relationship with government and its influence in society. These
are big issues that need the kind of thought and debate that should
also inform our thinking if the vote is “No”.
ANDREW BRUCE FRIAS

RIAS WANTS TO HEAR MEMBERS’ VIEWS, IDEAS AND
SUGGESTIONS IN THE RUN-UP TO THE REFERENDUM.
PLEASE EMAIL YOUR VIEWS TO
NBAXTER@RIAS.ORG.UK
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CROSS PARTY GROUP

SUSTAINABLE BUILDING MATERIALS ARE GOOD
FOR THE ENVIRONMENT, THE ECONOMY AND SOCIETY

GLASS BOTTLES

GROUND GLASS

Delegates to a special session of the Scottish Government’s
Cross Party Group on Architecture and the Built Environment
on Wednesday, November 27th, heard how using locally-sourced
building materials is not only good for the environment but can
create skilled jobs and support regeneration – particularly in rural
and economically-deprived areas.
The meeting opened with short presentations from Dr
Keith Baker of Glasgow Caledonian University’s Natural
Energy Efficiency and Sustainability (NEES) Project, which has
independently accredited a selection of producers and users of
sustainable building materials from across northern Europe as
examples of best practice and is supporting them in developing
their businesses, and Gary Newman, of the Alliance for Sustainable
Building Projects, which is collaborating with GCU on this and
other events.
Key presentations were given by Richard Atkins of the RIAS,
John Easton, Director of the carbon footprinting consultancy
SUSTaim and Sita Goudie of Enviroglass, an innovative social
enterprise that recycles Shetland’s waste glass into paving
products and aggregates and is also a NEES “Best Practice”. Richard
discussed how his work on Norton Park in Edinburgh, an exemplar
of energy efficient and sustainable retrofitting, went beyond what
was legally required at the time with materials to deliver a low
energy and thermally comfortable working environment whilst
being sensitive to the original building design. As an inner-city
building, Norton Park also shows how increasing the demand for
using natural and locally-sourced materials in retrofits can create
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PAVING SLABS

new employment opportunities that bridge Scotland’s urban-rural
divide.
John presented work on how the price of carbon (based on
Scottish Government expenditure rather than the arbitrary
carbon price set by DECC) is increasing at a rate of around 20%
per annum and how this should become an important mechanism
for leveraging low carbon design. He also pointed to the need
to build local capacities in carbon literacy and pricing, which is
often seen as impenetrable by small producers, and to do more to
market locally-sourced materials – for example by using targeted
approaches such as those adopted by the NEES Project.
Sita described her experience of managing a small and
innovative enterprise that delivers an alternative and more
sustainable approach to managing waste in a community that
would otherwise have to bear the costs of shipping waste to the
mainland for recycling and disposal. Enviroglass has recently been
struggling to justify the benefits of its operation in the face of
legislation that favours a one-size-fits-all approach to managing
Scotland’s waste and provides a disincentive to the development
of similar initiatives in rural and island communities. However,
a forthcoming report for Zero Waste Scotland looks set to
recommend against sending Shetland’s waste glass offshore and
safeguard Enviroglass’s future. This may pave the way for further
initiatives to sustainably manage waste without the carbon and
financial costs of transporting it far from the point of origin.
The presentations were followed by a detailed discussion of
how the Scottish Government could use existing mechanisms to

ANTA

made in Scotland

lever the market for sustainable building materials and create new
employment and training opportunities. The clear consensus was
that much could be achieved through more joined- up thinking
and simple and direct message to all key stakeholders on the
unintended consequences of retrofit using non-hygroscopic
insulation. Options for taking this forward are now being discussed
between the partner organisations and input from anyone who
was unable to attend would be welcome.
The meeting was sponsored by Mike MacKenzie, MSP for the
Highlands, chaired by Jean Urquhart, MSP for the Highlands and
Islands, and supported by Glasgow Caledonian University, the
Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland (RIAS), the Alliance
for Sustainable Building Products (ASBP) and Architecture and
Design Scotland (A+DS).
EUGENE MULLAN FRIAS

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE MEETING TOPIC
PLEASE CONTACT:
DR KEITH BAKER
keith.baker@gcu.ac.uk
OR SEE:
www.sustainablebuildingmaterials.org
www.neesonline.org
www.asbp.org.uk
www.ads.org.uk
www.sustaim.com
www.enviroglass.co.uk
ANYONE WISHING TO ATTEND A MEETING OR SIMPLY
LOOKING FOR MORE INFORMATION SHOULD CONTACT
EUGENE MULLAN FRIAS ON 0131 555 1414,
e.mullan@smith-scott-mullan.co.uk.
FURTHER DETAILS ON CPGS IN GENERAL CAN BE
FOUND BY VISITING THE FOLLOWING WEB PAGE:
www.scottish.parliament.uk/msps/41816.aspx

To view our complete collection of
carpets & upholstery fabrics visit us
107 West George St
Glasgow
G2 1QR
www.anta.co.uk

119 George St
Edinburgh
EH2 4JN

‘Identification’
Anna Malikowska

SCOTTISH
SOCIETY OF
ARCHITECT
ARTISTS
‘LIGNE et COULEUR’
Exhibition
5th – 12th April 2014
Dundas Street Gallery
Edinburgh
Drop-in Preview
(RIAS and Students welcome)
Saturday 5th April
2.00pm -7.00pm

Across Europe architect-artists
have maintained their interests and
skills in all things artistic throughout
austerity and recession via the
association, “Ligne et Coulour”.
This group was formed by
like minded architect-artists in
France in 1935, and later in Poland,
Germany, Romania, and Italy. In
1987 Edinburgh architect Hamish

Haswell-Smith founded the Scottish
Society of Architect-Artists affiliated
to “Ligne et Couleur”, Paris, and
RIAS, with the ambition of enabling
and encouraging Scottish based
architects to develop and exhibit
their skills in drawing, painting,
sculpture, photography and related
arts and crafts.
SSAA holds several exhibitions

each year around Scotland and
members also regularly attend and
participate in exhibitions in Venice,
Warsaw, Stuttgart, Verona, and Paris.
Annual membership costs only
£20 (student/concession £10) and
gives opportunities to exhibit in
public, as well as access to informal
workshops and tutored seminars
on life drawing, mono-print, collage,

MEMBERSHIP ENQUIRIES David R S Cameron 0131 539 2745 d.cam@blueyonder.co.uk www.ssaagallery.org.uk

and even how to use your iPad for
drawing and painting!
Membership of the Society is
open to all registered architects,
retired architects and past and
present students of architecture
resident in Scotland, together
with expatriates of the foregoing
description
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A+DS
A+DS CORPORATE STRATEGY
THIS SPRING ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN SCOTLAND (A+DS) IS PUBLISHING A CORPORATE STRATEGY FOR 2014-17.
HERE KAREN ANDERSON FRIAS, CHAIR OF A+DS, OUTLINES HOW IT AIMS TO SUPPORT THE PEOPLE AND ORGANISATIONS
INVOLVED IN DEVELOPMENT IN SCOTLAND TO PRIORITISE BETTER DESIGN AND CREATE BETTER PLACES.

KAREN ANDERSON FRIAS

In developing our corporate strategy we consulted widely and were
helped immensely by the RIAS and its chapters. Many individual
RIAS members submitted their thoughts and feedback on our
work and we want to continue and build on this dialogue in the
years ahead as we implement our corporate plan.
Like RIAS, A+DS believes that Scotland’s built environment is
important to everyone. In these times of finite resources it is crucial
that the buildings and places we invest in now are of a quality and
character that will stand the test of time. This is important not
just for environmental and economic reasons but for our future
wellbeing and sense of cultural identity. A well-designed and highquality built environment is a key part of our collective vision for a
better Scotland and we cannot afford to get it wrong.
In this context A+DS works to demonstrate the long-term
and wider benefits of good design and aims to help and support
clients to make better-informed decisions in the commissioning
and development process. In our wider role we aim to inspire
more people to understand and appreciate the importance of good
design. Through our exhibitions and education projects we aim
to engage the wider public, and importantly the next generation,
to illustrate the potential for inspiring architecture and “people
friendly” places to improve all our lives.
Working together with others, it is our key task to highlight
the vital role of sustainable design and development as a means
of tackling climate change. It is critical that we promote better
urban design and investment and help bring about a step change
by, for example, reducing car dependence in built up areas or
introducing more walkable, multi-use neighbourhoods. This will

have a profound impact on our quality of life and will help tackle
the challenges of an ageing population.
At present A+DS encourages the use of locally-produced and
renewable materials and supports the creation of local jobs. In
future, we want to champion sustainable practice and promote a
more holistic approach, based on better, “joined up” practice and
development decisions.
This year gives us the opportunity to capture the national
and international interest in Scotland generated by the 2014
Commonwealth Games and to use it to highlight the best Scottish
contemporary design and our aims for sustainable practice, which
we believe will provide a lasting and meaningful legacy.
We know that there is much that we can learn from best
practice elsewhere in the world and in 2015 we intend to build on
our international links to showcase inspiring work elsewhere that
can develop our working practice in Scotland. In particular, we
hope to build stronger links with nations in which we know there
are similar challenges and opportunities.
In 2016, we look forward to collaborating closely with RIAS to
celebrate the Year of Architecture, Innovation and Design, a key
part of which is the RIAS Festival of Architecture. It is important
that we make the most of this key opportunity, ensuring it has a
high profile and creates maximum impact. Together we will make
certain that the benefits of good design are shared as widely as
possible across Scotland.
The Corporate Strategy will be published on www.ads.org.uk
where you can also sign up to receive regular updates about our
work.
KAREN ANDERSON FRIAS
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Thirty years
of excellence

As leading suppliers of Dru, Bell and Chesneys
we have the latest additions to their ranges in our
newly refurbished showroom. We have recently
extended our own exclusive range of high quality
Dunedin surrounds. These designs in hand
carved Aegean limestone and Carrara marble
have already proven to be hugely popular. Our
unique position as suppliers of both Chesneys
and Dunedin brands enables us to offer the very
highest quality luxury fireplaces whatever the
project budget.
With over 30 years of experience producing granite
and marble worktops we have gained a reputation
for quality and reliability. Over the years we have
heavily invested in constructing own factories in
East Lothian which are regarded as amongst the
most technologically advanced in the industry.
Stonecraft also offers a distinctive selection of
natural stone flooring tiles and flagstones.

Stonecraft Edinburgh Ltd
3 Lower London Road, Edinburgh EH7 5TL
Tel: 0131 652 1464 Fax: 0131 659 6740
www.stonecraftedinburgh.co.uk info@stonecraftedinburgh.co.uk

Cashmere Suite, Stobo Castle, Scotland

RUAIRIDH MOIR
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MANIFESTOS
ALTERNATIVE VISIONS OF ARCHITECTURE
LATER THIS YEAR, SCOTLAND WILL GO TO THE BALLOT
BOX TO ENDORSE OR REJECT INDEPENDENCE. MUCH
AIRTIME HAS BEEN DEVOTED TO POLITICIANS SETTING
OUT THEIR ARGUMENTS. REGARDLESS OF THE

OUTCOME, OUR COLLECTIVE SOUL SEARCHING AND
THE CHANGED PROFILE OF SCOTLAND IN THE MEDIA IS
BOUND TO HAVE POSITIVE RESULTS…
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MANIFESTOS
ALTERNATIVE VISIONS OF ARCHITECTURE
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Perhaps it is timely to stop and ponder possible directions for
architecture in Scotland. What follows are four manifestos
from young, Scottish-based practices, each displaying distinct
variations within their approach to architecture. Each offers
alternative approaches, adaptive to changing circumstances and
perhaps of benefit to the next generation of emergent students
as they make the transition from study to practice.
Dress for the Weather, as the name might suggest, offers a
view centred on context and give examples of these ideas in
practice. A picture of migration to the Highlands and Islands
is offered by recent graduates in Lateral North. Architecture
centred on learning, making and educating through building and
collaboration is outlined by Tog Studio. BARD has tabled a more
theoretical approach to producing architecture and has issued a
“call for more Poetics”.
Whatever your views on these offerings by our young architects
in Scotland, it is refreshing to see such a distinct and diverse array
of ideas on offer. With this, we can be confident of a stimulating
architectural output in Scotland for many more years to come.
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STUDENTS

DRESS FOR THE WEATHER:

A [KIND OF] CONTEXT

Dress for the Weather is named after our ethos. We work in a
way that is responsive to circumstance, climate and culture. Our
working process has always been to develop (and encourage) a
greater understanding of the places and locations in which we toil.
The idea of a contextual response is something we are
interested in as an office. The word “context” is often appropriated
for a variety of situations and part of our on-going internal
dialogue is to try and qualify what we mean by this idea and then
explore its potential. This responsive approach is informed by our
work in other areas (research, education, art). Similarly, our work
in other areas is driven by our architectural background.
We also think Dress for the Weather reflects the city – Glasgow
- in which we have trained and developed in that it incorporates an
attention to detail and a certain idiosyncrasy but also a robust and
progressive outlook.
Many of our projects have started from an element of urban
research. An interest in recording Glasgow’s buildings sparked our
Typology Project newspaper. The first issue, on tenements, is an
abstract architectural record of the form, order and pattern of these
buildings. This architectural study also frames a more emotive
study of the identity and character of a prominent building type
within the city.

Our map-making projects are intended to start a wider
conversation about the city in an agenda-free situation;
encouraging multiple viewpoints and allowing ourselves to be
challenged on what a city can be. While these mapping projects
offer an opportunity to communicate our contextual ideas,
charting territories and the intricacies within them, they have also
led to a wide range of building and artwork commissions.
Dress for the Weather’s [kind of] manifesto encourages a
robust ethos and process to our practice and we look forward to
continuing to explore an architecture that engages and challenges
contemporary Scottish culture and politics - whatever that may be
in the future.
MATT MCKENNA AND ANDY CAMPBELL RIAS

DRESS FOR THE WEATHER IS AN ARCHITECTURE
PRACTICE BASED IN GLASGOW OF WHICH MATT
MCKENNA AND ANDY CAMPBELL ARE DIRECTORS.
dressfortheweather.co.uk @dftw_
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STUDENTS

LATERAL NORTH:

NEW NORTHERN FRONTIERS
We envisage that the Highlands and Islands of Scotland will be
the new frontier for national resource and industrial development.
A migration of people will ensure that a new wave of “northern”
architecture will develop throughout this economically emerging
region. For inspiration, Scotland must look to its Nordic
neighbours.
A developed northern region will allow Scotland to re-assess its
socio-political geography and assert itself as the most accessible,
fertile and ethnically-diverse country in northern Europe. People
will reclaim the coast, the islands and the Highlands and work
them in synergy as productive landscapes and seascapes.
New building typologies will embrace rural and urban Scotland
with our materials sourced locally. Population centres within the
Highlands and Islands will grow, spreading the population more
evenly throughout the country.
From Fringe to Frontier: Scotland’s north and west will
transform from a perceived periphery into the new social,
industrial and economic frontier. Changing climate, advances in
renewable technologies and shipping patterns in the Arctic will
revolutionise the area and reverse tradition. Scotland will reevaluate its political structure with more devolved power to newlyproclaimed “Bioregions.”
Infrastructure: New rail routes, ferry connections and tunnels
will act as arteries to outlying communities. Investment in
infrastructure will support population growth in the north and
west as people migrate to areas of resource and prosperity based
on local industries, new grids to export energy to international
neighbours and optimisation of natural resources.
Re-Inventing Industry: Neo-traditional industries will be the
backbone of Scotland, with adapted approaches to achieving an
efficient, fair and balanced landscape. Historic boundary lines will
be abandoned, with planning based on landscape. East Scotland
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will be predominantly arable, with livestock and forestry to the
west. Vernacular materials will be used in construction. North Sea
oil production will decrease, with the interest in exploration and
production shifting to Arctic and Atlantic waters.
Inhabiting: There will be a reversal in traditional migration
patterns, with a population increase in the north and west.
Towns such as Oban and Fort William will grow. Inverness will
become an International departure hub for the north and home
to the National Museum of Industry and Technology. Scapa and
Stornoway will become international shipping hubs. Recreation
will regain importance, with integration and synergy between
work and play.
Scotland is under-utilised as a country and is in need of a
radical shift in the way we perceive productive landscapes. We
must also begin to examine the opportunities available within
an economically-emerging Arctic region. Scotland should no
longer be perceived as on the periphery within northern Europe
but instead as central in the development of new resources and
industries. Within this, the Highlands and Islands will be the “New
Northern Frontier”.
GRAHAM HOGG AND TOM SMITH

LATERAL NORTH SEEKS TO INVESTIGATE SCOTLAND’S
NEW IDENTITY, PARTICULARLY WITHIN AN
ECONOMICALLY-EMERGING NORTHERN REGION, BY
EXPLORING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PEOPLE,
CULTURE, PLACES, INDUSTRIES AND ECONOMIES.
lateralnorth.com @lateralnorth
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TOG STUDIO:

BUILD,
RAISE,
EDUCATE,
EXCITE
“Build, raise, educate and excite” are translations of the Gaelic
word “Tog” and the ambitions of Tog Studio.
Tog Studio was initially a small team of architects and engineers
who shared a desire to acquire tacit knowledge of the construction
process. Through the act of engaging practitioners, students and
enthusiasts in our collaborative “live-build” projects Tog Studio
has grown to establish a community of people who believe in
the inherent value of learning how to design and build through
practical experience.
As we now consider how Tog Studio will grow into maturity,
we reflect on how our founding principles have evolved with our
understanding of what it is to build.
BUILD
To turn our idea into a reality we had to go out and build and this
meant being enterprising in our approach to finding opportunities
as young, inexperienced graduates. Our first project, a temporary
timber lighthouse on Tiree (RIAS Quarterly, Issue 12), served to
prove the Tog concept and illustrate the empirical value in helping
participants turn a drawing into a structure.
RAISE
Raise the aspirations of those you engage with. This has meant
encouraging our client, our team on site and those who might
offer us support to believe in our project and contribute toward its
success. This is a significant part of what we do - bringing together
materials, people and sponsorship to make projects happen.
EDUCATE
Educate others as you should have been taught. As emerging
practitioners we understand the disjuncture between academia

and practice. In our experience, formal architectural education
increasingly rewards the lone designer working on elaborate
propositions at the expense of gaining a practical understanding
of how to deliver a project. The Tog Studio summer schools
provide an alternative form of education; hands-on, collaborative
and community-focused.
EXCITE
Excitement exists where there is risk; a fundamental aspect of
Tog Studio. Everyone who participates in our programmes has
responsibility to deliver part of a building with their own bare
hands. We accept risk when we trust people that we have never
met, or who have never built anything, to deliver a building
to a real client in a short space of time. Participants challenge
themselves to learn new skills and take on new responsibilities
alongside people they have never met before. This is what makes
being part of Tog Studio so exciting.
RICHARD CAMPBELL, LYNNE COX,
MICHEAL HOLLIDAY RIAS

TOG STUDIO IS AN AWARD-WINNING TEAM OF
ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS WHO DESIGN BUILT
PROJECTS THAT CAN BE CONSTRUCTED BY ANYONE,
REGARDLESS OF PRIOR EXPERIENCE OR SKILL.
togstudio.co.uk @tog_studio
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Crafting the beauty of wood since 1872
Sturrocks Joinery is recognised as one of the finest producers of crafted timber
components in Scotland. Our combination of traditional craftsmanship together
with the finest materials and cutting edge technology enables us to create stunning
timber components for our clients.
Whether your project is new build or historic restoration, modern contemporary or
timeless classic we have the breadth of experience and capability to craft timber
components that will be the feature piece of your client’s home for generations.

INSTALLATIONS THROUGHOUT SCOTLAND
We are currently running seminars for architects
- contact us for more information.

Sturrock’s Joinery, Whigstreet, Kirkbuddo, Forfar DD8 2NN
T: 01307 820209 | F: 01307 820289 | E: info@sturrocksjoinery.com

w in d ow s | d o o rs | sta i rs | h a n dra i ls | p a n elled room s

STURROCK’S JOINERY IS PROUD
TO SPONSOR THE RIAS
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION 2014

www.sturrocksjoinery.com
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BARD:

‘THE WHEEL WILL
TURN FOR YOU’ – A
CALL FOR POETICS
What follows is a call for more architecture that embraces poetics
as a core principle.
Poetics can generally be defined as the construction of poetry.
Let’s be bold - for any work to be considered “architecture” per se,
it must evoke the hallmarks of poetry.
Too few architects are poets in the broad sense. Our not-sodistant past has produced bards who stirred the imagination with
poetics. Bards such as Sorley MacLean would vividly recall loss
of community and heritage in the wake of the Clearances whilst
still offering optimism for Gaelic culture. His epic Hallaig freely
personifies trees in the landscape where we witness them dancing
just as our ancestors had. This vivid effect leaves the reader
transfixed, in awe of the underlying political and social message
conveyed with such strong conviction.
The “Architecture of Poetics” can be as powerful. Work which
embraces these concepts liberates us and our audience. It might
inspire awe or anger but rarely ambivalence towards the message.
This text is not arguing for architects to become “monk-like”
or introverted in their calm contemplation in order to understand
the world. The premise is that our work should display sensitivities
towards the metaphysical nature of the human condition. We have
to play off concrete realities with the “otherworldly”. Enchantment
occurs as individual readings of poetic works evolve, distort and
reform with the passing of generations and their changing values.
Poetics, by nature, shift; they should be tactile and visceral.
They should be capable of outlining mankind’s part in the world

in equilibrium with “Mother Earth.” By observing such principles
pastiche is disposed of, the mundane is muted, the ordinary
becomes dreary and, at once, our audience is nourished by their
individual and collective readings of a built and rural environment
that speaks more of the transcendental.
Embracing poetics as a method of thinking is the fulfilment of
our natural obligation to create architecture. We require a steady
nerve and a tentative care to distil and imbue our work with
charged ideals. Our efforts will galvanise the public, benefit society
and further humanity.
Detractors may deliberately misunderstand; they will dismiss
and deride. But remember these words by the Bard Aneurin:
“So long as there are things to look for, there will be minds to
do the looking.”
RUAIRIDH C. MOIR

BARD | BAILTEAN, AILTEARACHD, ‘S RÙM DÀNACH
TRANSLATES TO ‘TOWNSHIPS, ARCHITECTURE AND
THE ROOM OF POETICS’ - THE EPIGRAM THAT DEFINES
BARD’S ACTIVITIES.
@BARDailteir
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Glasgow University – Library Study Area

Anniesland College, Glasgow – Dance Studio

Distributing air in rooms with
exposed ceilings

Our Activent Air Distribution System utilises special ducts equipped with a large number of small
nozzles that evenly distribute air along the entire length of the duct. The small jets from the ducts mix
with room air through induction and set large masses of air slowly into motion. Due to the effective
mixing technique, air can be supplied at a temperature cooler than room air without causing draughts.
The Activent System can ensure a heating-cooling effect but without the need for a ceiling to let the
air distribute.
The clean lines of the Activent Air Distribution Nozzles allow precise layout and a straightforward
solution to exposed ceilings.

Environmental Air Conditioning (Scotland) Ltd
Unit 5D Firhill House, 55-65 Firhill Road, Glasgow G20 7BE
	
  

0141 946 8901 email admin@eac-scotland.co.uk website www.eac-scotland.co.uk

BURNHAM CENTENNIAL PAVILION, UNSTUDIO, 2009. © UNSTUDIO BEN VAN BERKEL AND CAROLINE BOS. COURTESY UNSTUDIO
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CHICAGOISMS
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CHICAGOISMS – THE CITY AS
CATALYST FOR ARCHITECTURAL
SPECULATION
ALEXANDER EISENSCHMIDT WITH
JONATHAN MEKINDA (EDS.)
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS
£ 30.00
This is a book of ideas, an exploration of
the ways in which Chicago has developed a
particular mythology around its role as the
quintessential American city and how that
self-image has, at times, been contradicted
and enriched by its relationship with the
world beyond the shores of Lake Michigan.
Over its relatively short existence
Chicago has displayed an energy and
confidence that both excited and repelled
the “Old World”. When much of the city
was destroyed in the fire of 1871 Chicagoans
saw this as an opportunity to start afresh
and create a metropolis the equal of any
other in the world. With fearlessness and
eager embrace of modernity Chicagoans
built taller and faster than anywhere else on
the planet. In pursuit of rapid construction
excessive ornamentation was stripped back
and a distinctive design ethos emerged –
the (first) Chicago School of architecture.
This book seeks to challenge this
somewhat one-dimensional view of
Chicago as a city driven by expediency
and the demands of capitalism through
showcasing its role in the development of
architectural thinking.
Key to Chicago’s re-evaluation of itself

were the MoMA exhibitions of the 1930s
in which curators Henry-Russell Hitchcock
and Philip Johnson were able to draw
parallels between the “International Style”
they saw in Europe and the stripped-down
skyscrapers particular to Chicago. Hitchcock
portrayed the buildings not as a vernacular
product of the new industrial age but as the
artistic creations of American architects; a
“Fountainhead moment” when the merit of
the designs was fully appreciated for the first
time. This also served to divorce modernism
from its socialist European roots and offer
it up for American consumption, no strings
attached. The subsequent appointment of
Mies van der Rohe to the Illinois Institute
of Technology (IIT) as head of architecture
cemented Chicago’s position at the centre
of “Internationalism” and established the
Second Chicago School as the dominant
force in urban design for the second half of
the 20th century.
It is this linear progression of Chicago’s
architectural story that this book’s editors
are keen to challenge. They explore the
legacy of Konrad Wachsmann at IIT seeking
to give architecture the organisational logic
of industry, the irony of how Chicago (a city
comprised of 75 per cent suburbs) can claim
to be at the forefront of new urbanism and
how Alvin Boyarsky’s spell in Chicago led
on to his stewardship of the Architectural
Association. Adolf Loos’s proposal for

the Chicago Tribune Tower is mulled
over as though it were text – a newspaper
“column” that supports nothing but itself,
a bad joke aimed at the supporters of
decoration on buildings who Loos railed
against in Ornament and Crime. Project
as critique. The Hancock Tower is viewed
as an Archigram concept made concrete
– a vertical town with swimming pools,
restaurants and shops disconnected from
the city below, aloof and apart.
One key essay discusses the impact
of two major architectural exhibitions of
the 1970s, which pitted the traditional
view of Chicago architecture (steel-framed
Miesian office buildings) against the Salon
des Refusés (Chicago-based architects
such as Cohen & Tigerman) who wanted
space to develop their ideas outside
contemporary corporate architectural
practice, unrestrained by the prevailing
norm. From that exhibition we are offered
two alternative readings of Tigerman’s 1978
collage Titanic – that Mies’s Crown Building
is sinking beneath the waves, technology
over-reaching itself (Tigerman’s view when
he created it) or that modernism was “…
rising, like a submarine, out of our shared
past to build a more sane, if un-stable and
uncertain, future”. It’s a pretty safe bet the
authors would choose the latter.
PETER ROBINSON RIAS

AQUA TOWER, STUDIO GANG ARCHITECTS, 2010. STEVE HALL © HEDRICH BLESSING
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MEMORIES OF CITIES – TRIPS AND
MANIFESTOES
DR JONATHAN CHARLEY
ASHGATE PUB CO; NEW EDITION
£ 50.00
I reviewed Memories of Cities – Trips
and Manifestoes with a great deal of
apprehension. Not least because Dr Charley
monitored and marked my honours
dissertation but also because he has a
principal hand in the head-turning output
from Strathclyde School of Architecture,
giving it its gritty and individualist edge.
This book is a reprieve from my usual
agendas: to fetishise aesthetic, glory the
architects’ place in society and romanticise
the history that plagues much of current
architectural publishing. Here, the reader
is immersed in the omnipresent reality
that architecture is categorically linked to
political and social concerns. You might
think this is obvious, but we too often
forget it. This “red-clad” book is our “call to
arms”.
This is anything but a dry account
of the forces at play in the formation
of architecture and societies. It is a
scintillating journey through cities, epochs
and ideas with the narrative form oscillating
between chapters, rendering the themes in
less familiar styles, much to the recurring
delight of the reader. Dr Charley is a master
of the construction of vivid imagery that

HOUSING ESTATE, EAST BERLIN

leads us to confront accepted truths and reevaluate them for ourselves.
We are introduced to this theme with
“the Glimmer of other Worlds”, which
is, among other things, an architectural
and social manifesto for alternative
methods of practice. The author uses past
examples to emphasise the points within
and to help us realise that alternative
modes of government can lead to more
exciting possibilities for the realisation
of architecture. “Architecture is already
political; the point is to change its politics,”
he advises.
The similarity between the development
of Glasgow, Liverpool and Brussels, driven
by subjugation of personal freedoms for the
commercial greed of the few, is aired. The
buildings bearing the baggage of this history
are exemplified within today’s context, at
once reminding us that our reactions to acts
of atrocity are blunted with time.
Associations and meanings we attach to
buildings are re-conveyed when considering
the Sacré Coeur in Paris - built to symbolise
the crushing of the 1871 Commune. Here,
written as a series of Acts, the stages of
“revolutionary urbanism” unfurl before the
reader with visceral intensity.
Paris transforms into “a real time
construction site” and has “begun to breathe

again”. One gets the sense of a revitalised
population that had learned to “dance to a
new way of life” - the city really was theirs.
The conclusion is, unfortunately, inevitable.
However, as I visualise ghosts picking over
the ruins of their ideals, it left me with a
(perhaps dangerous) feeling of melancholy
towards cities of the present.
Further fluctuations of narrative style
are demonstrated as the book develops.
We are exposed to the effect of economics
and market forces on the building industry,
the “banality of evil” enshrined in some
of the surviving edifices of warfare. The
book culminates in a science fiction prose
piece that warps time-space. I may need to
absorb this again to glean the purity of the
substance.
Memories of Cities does not offer a silver
bullet for architecture and its professionals.
It does, however, just like the author,
put the “cat among the pigeons” when
compared with alternative literatures on
the history of the built environment. This
book is for those who want to sample an
alternative view on architecture, at once
gripping, mesmerising, liberating, often
beguiling and thoroughly unique.
RUAIRIDH C. MOIR
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DESIGN RESEARCH IN
ARCHITECTURE – AN OVERVIEW
MURRAY FRASER (ED)
ASHGATE; NEW EDITION
£ 35.00
It’s really only in the last 10 years that
design-led PhDs, especially those with
a practice-based focus, have become
more common as a research area. As
such, we are now beginning to see more
publications in relation to this appearing
in the architectural field. This book has
been published as a companion volume to a
series called Design Research in Architecture,
which will be published over the next few
years with the aim of allowing architects
and academics engaged in design research
to present and discuss their ideas and
projects. When complete, it will provide
examples of both practical and theorybased research from around the world.
As such, this book focuses more on the
work of architects based in academia and
is comprised of essay contributions from
12 leading exponents of design research. It
has been edited by Murray Fraser, Professor
of Architecture and Global Culture at the

DRAWING MADE BY RICHARD BLYTHE AND
MARCELO STAMM AT THE AARHUS SCHOOL OF
ARCHITECTURE, NOVEMBER 2011, BUILDING UPON
THE KEY CONCEPTS OF THE REFLECTION MODEL.
COURTESY OF RICHARD BLYTHE.
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Bartlett School of Architecture. Currently,
this book does feel somewhat isolated in
the information it is giving, but this will be
enhanced and supported when the other
volumes are published as they propose to go
into more detail on projects undertaken by
practicing architects and investigate their
projects from a research perspective. That is
not to say that it does not stand alone as a
useful publication for those working on, or
interested in, becoming involved in design
research in architecture.
There is a division in the book between
the themes of the articles. Some focus on
the actual research of the writer, while
others are more relevant to the general
theme of research in architecture. It is the
latter type of article, exemplified by Richard
Coyne’s Even More than Architecture, which
would be of most use to an architectural
researcher. His article covers a number of
topics including the influence of the internet
on research, the relationship between
design activity and research strategy and
how “architecture draws inevitably from
disciplines outside its immediate orbit”.
On the other hand essays such as Jane
Rendell’s A way with words: Feminists writing
architectural design research focus more on
their own individual research projects.
However, what is interesting in these more
specific, project-focused projects is that
varying degrees of collaboration with other
disciplines are discussed.
The book aims to address the three main
questions of current research thinking;
how do we define the varying forms of
knowledge that architects produce; what
are the most effective routes to pursue
design research; how does design research
relate to work carried out in practice? It
does not, however, look in any great detail
at specific issues relating to funding of
research in design.
Graphically, its 265 pages are well laid
out with a good balance between text and
relevant high-quality images. This book
would be a good starting point for anyone
considering undertaking design research in
architecture.
RACHEL SIMMONDS RIAS

PAINTING THE TOWN; SCOTTISH
URBAN HISTORY IN ART
E.PATRICIA DENNISON, STUART
EYDMANN, ANNIE LYELL, MICHAEL
LYNCH & SIMON STRONACH
THE SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES OF
SCOTLAND
£ 25.00
Visual records are now ubiquitous, allowing
trivia to be broadcast instantly across social
media. Yet pioneering monochromatic
photography only began capturing images
a few generations ago. Before this, artists
recorded our world in etchings, drawings
and paintings.
Painting the Town was compiled by five
authors - three from academic backgrounds
in history, one archeologist and an
urban conservationist. They have built a
weighty tome of informative historical
essays around individual artworks in 100
locations. An alphabetic format rewards
dipping, rather than reading, and suits
those interested in particular towns.
Some pictures may already be known.
John Knox’s panorama of Glasgow (1817),
Alexander Nasmyth’s (1825) view of Princes
Street as construction began on the RSA
and John Geddy’s (1580) illustrated plan
of St Andrews are no less interesting for
becoming available as Poster Art’. Two
less familiar views of Edinburgh present
differing impressions. James Howe’s Horse
Fair in the Grassmarket (1830) is a vibrant
scene filled with horses, riders and plenty
of movement, while John le Conte (1840)
paints a more spacious Grassmarket with
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THE EXECUTIVE, DUNDEE 1821

small groups of traders. The authors
helpfully recall that by this time those
who could afford it would leave such busy,
polluted suburbs for New Town elegance.
William Roy’s plan and Paul Sanby’s
unfamiliar Old Inveraray view (c.1747)
unusually illustrate the town and castle
before slow and painful urban clearance.
It might have been valuable here to
include an image of the replacements as a
reminder that pain can bring gain.
Military engineer Capt. John Slezer
toured Scotland surveying fortifications
and drawing his travels, later published
as Theatrum Scotiae (1693). His views of
Linlithgow Palace (1693) show it regally
roofed. In a separate essay, J M W Turner’s
Linlithgow Palace 1806-7, now roofless, is
noted as “suggesting the work of Poussin

INVERNESS C. 1840

in which the buildings are adjusted and
repositioned for effect”.
Noting that the palace, in accordance
with accepted “best practice” for historic
monuments, remains unroofed as
“picturesque ruins”, the book pertinently
asks is it appropriate that historic buildings
are sustained “using a philosophy of
conservation that has its roots in the
thinking of Turner’s champion, Ruskin,
and his followers?”
The substantial introduction, Setting
the Urban Scene, provides a fascinating and
wide-ranging narrative. Strong Scottish
links with the Netherlands and dwindling
fortunes for 17th-century Scottish towns
apparently drove artists towards Dutch
landscape painting conventions in
which towns were distant and framed in

pastoral settings. Complex patronage, the
emergence of Birdseye maps, landownerdriven clearances and the effects of the
new economy in the 19th century outline
an intriguing history traced through art.
This clear and accessible book starts
by noting just how small, compared with
England, Scottish urban settlement was,
with few towns exceeding 1000 residents
even by 1500. Scotland saw “no planned
new large urban conurbations or one
industry towns, like Manchester, Stoke
or St Helens.” Acknowledging successful
planned villages and sustained growth at
Lerwick and Pultneytown, most Scottish
urban plans never fully achieved their
ambitions. In this, perhaps, lies the answer
to what makes Scottish architecture
distinctive.
IAN STUART CAMPBELL HON FRIAS

PRINCES STREET, EDINBURGH

PEEBLES, 1836
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Nine times winner of the Johnstone’s Painter of the Year Award
Johnstone’s Supreme Decorator of the Year Award 2010
WorldSkills Double Gold Medal Winner

NEVIN
of EDINBURGH
DECORATORS OF DISTINCTION
Specialists in Microscopy Paint Analysis
Conservation and Restoration

‘Taymouth Castle, Kenmore’

8 Swanfield, Leith,
Edinburgh EH6 5RX

Nevin of Edinburgh has been providing the highest
standards of skill, customer service and excellence
since 1977. We are a multi-award winning company
and the decorator of choice for organisations such as
The National Galleries of Scotland, Historic Scotland
and The National Trust for Scotland. We can help you
decorate, renovate and transform the interior and
exterior of your property no matter what the size or
difficulty. We pride ourselves on fine attention to
detail and ensuring of your 100% satisfaction.

‘Edinburgh City Chambers’ ‘The Assembly Room’s, Edinburgh’

www.nevinofedinburgh.co.uk
enquiries@nevinofedinburgh.co.uk

tel: 01315541711
fax: 01738623228
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THE VIEW FROM THE TRAIN: CITIES
AND OTHER LANDSCAPES
PATRICK KEILLER
VERSO BOOKS
£ 14.99
Patrick Keiller is a film-maker with
architectural sympathies. The View from
the Train is a collection of his essays which
ruminate about the hidden aspects of the
city – such as the glancing perspective you
get from a speeding railway carriage.
Keiller’s territory lies on the fringes of
cities, but his concerns are urban rather
than rural. Like the late Martin Pawley’s
Terminal Architecture, Keiller seeks out a
world of distribution centres, container
ports and communications infrastructure:
the stuff you look across at from the M5
motorway at Avonmouth, beyond the
Dartford Crossing, or at Eurocentral on the
M8.
In the widest sense, he searches for
evidence of how the modern economy
works and reveals the anonymous or undesigned places which its activities generate.
Much of that economy lies hidden in plain
sight and in a similar vein to Evan Davis in
Made in Britain, but quite unlike Nicholas
Comfort’s fatalistic Surrender, Keiller has
travelled enough to see that the decline of
British manufacturing has been overstated.
However, this theme takes time to develop.
At first, the essays seem like a reflection
on the currency of ideas in metropolitan

schools of architecture. Psycho-geography,
explorations of the “edgelands”, filmic
architecture and urban exploration have
become more mainstream in the past few
years and this territory has been picked
over by other authors. However, as Keiller’s
eyes and ears grow surer, it becomes clear
that The View from the Train is a book with a
distinctive voice.
Similarly, while he discusses the
techniques of cinema in his essays from
the 1980s, when he was learning his craft
as a film-maker, later pieces ruminate on
the achievements of radical movements
and, finally, on the reinvention of places.
The author observes that the successive
Surrealist, Lettrist and Situationist
movements, which were once the territory
of radicals, have been absorbed by the
artistic establishment. Keiller’s wistful
regret is that the promise of Louis Aragon
and his Surrealist brothers-in-arms came to
nothing.
At the same time, his asides, such as
how Premier Inn and Travelodge hotels took
root during the 1990s, are unexpected and
compelling, as you would expect if you’ve
seen Keiller’s films London or Robinson in
Space. As you read his words, it’s difficult

not to hear the calm, well-modulated tones
of Paul Scofield, the narrator of his films.
Although the book is worth reading
on its own merits, if you are already a fan
of Keiller’s visual work it explains a great
deal about his world-view. Perhaps the
only disappointment is the fuzzy grey
reproduction of photos. No doubt this is a
deliberate aesthetic choice but it is easy to
set aside if you regard this as a companion
volume to the films.
The end result is a deceptively-slim
book containing a series of essays which
tell the story of Britain’s political, economic
and urban evolution over the past 30 years
as well as the author’s own professional
growth.
MARK CHALMERS RIAS

ALL THESE NEW TITLES
ARE AVAILABLE AT THE RIAS
BOOKSHOP, 15 RUTLAND
SQUARE, EDINBURGH;
BY MAIL ORDER (0131 229 7545);
OR ONLINE AT
WWW.RIAS.ORG.UK/BOOKSHOP
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TECHNICAL

THE LATEST NEWS FROM RIAS PRACTICE
IF YOU HAVE ISSUES YOU WOULD LIKE TO DISCUSS
PLEASE DO NOT HESITATE TO CONTACT US.
MARYSE RICHARDSON, MANAGER: PRACTICE
0131 229 7545 MRICHARDSON@RIAS.ORG.UK
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CONTRACTS AND APPOINTMENTS UPDATE
COMPLAINT-HANDLING PROCEDURE: A REMINDER
ABOUT THE ARB CODE REQUIREMENTS
Recent queries from architects, who have been asked by their client
about their complaint procedure, have prompted the RIAS to issue
a reminder of the ARB requirements and of the publication of
updated guidance.
Since 2010, the ARB Code has contained an explicit requirement
for all architects to have a written complaint-handing procedure.
The relevant provisions are found in Standard 10.
Standard 10
1. You are expected to have a written procedure for prompt and
courteous handling of complaints which will be in accordance with
the Code and provide this to clients. This should include the name of
the architect who will respond to complaints.
2. Complaints should be handled courteously and promptly at every
stage; and as far as practicable in accordance with the following
time scales:
a. an acknowledgement within 10 working days from the receipt
of a complaint; and
b. a response addressing the issues raised in the initial letter of
complaint within 30 working days from its receipt.
3. If appropriate, you should encourage alternative methods of dispute
resolution, such as mediation or conciliation.
Further, Standard 4.4 of the Code requires the terms of
engagement issued by an architect to his client at the outset of
any commission to “cover” his/her complaint-handling procedure.
Unfortunately, it is unclear whether this requires a copy of the
complaint-handling procedure to be produced to the client along
with the terms of engagement or whether it is simply sufficient
to make reference to the existence of one. If (for understandable
reasons) practitioners choose simply to refer to the existence of a
complaint-handing procedure then it should be made clear that a
copy can be made available to any client upon request.

Consequently, the RIAS has decided to include reference
to a written complaints procedure in its Standard Forms of
Appointment as of March 2014.
Please refer to RIAS Practice Note FI145 Requirements for
a practice complaint-handling procedure for full and up to date
guidance.
Practices should make sure they always download the latest
version of the SCA/2000 ASP/2005, DBE and DBC/2000 and SCA/
S-C 2007 from the Practice Services website or purchase updated
copies from the RIAS Bookshop.

CONTRACT QUESTION TIME
On 29th January 2014, the RIAS organised a Contract Question
Time with our contract consultants, Mike Towers FRIAS and
Iain Fergusson FRIAS, who regularly advise our Practice Services
Members on contractual matters. Thirty-five delegates attended
the sold-out event.
The workshop started with an overview of the 2013 Edition
of MWD/Scot, describing how to complete the contract, its
appropriate use, procedures for payment, provisions of collateral
warranties and how they operate. It was followed by a questionand-answer session with our panelists.
Use of this contract is described by the SBCC as follows:
Appropriate:
• where the work involved is simple in character;
• where the work is designed and the requirements for the
Contractor’s design of discrete part(s) are detailed by or on
behalf of the Employer, and where the Contractor is required
to design those part(s) of the work (Contractor’s Design
Portion);
• where the Employer is to provide drawings and/or a work
Schedule to define adequately the quantity and quality of the
work: and
• where an Architect/Contract Administrator and Quantity
Surveyor, if appointed, is to administer the conditions.
Can be used:
• by both private and local authority employers;
• where bills of quantities are required.
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Not suitable:
• as a design and build contract;
• where provisions are required to govern work carried out by
named specialists;
• where detailed control procedures are needed.
The Minor Works Contract suite is the best selling of those
provided by SBCC. Appropriately, therefore, to support the sector’s
wide use of the documents and to ensure they remain robust, the
Minor Works Contract with Contractor’s Design was recently
revised. While the matter of Personal Indemnity Insurance was
addressed in the 2011 edition, the principal change in 2013 has
been to add reference to and guidance on the use of collateral
warranties with this contract. An RIAS Practice Note (FI146) with
a selection of Questions and Answers submitted by the delegates
has now been published in Practice Information.

PLANNING NEWS

risks of potential errors, members are advised to seek a Certificate
of Lawfulness in all cases.
A guidance note on the Certificates of Lawfulness for
Existing Use or Development Form can be found on the Scottish
Government website e-planning portal.

ISoCaRP WORKSHOP IN DUNDEE
The International Society of City and Regional Planners, based in
the Hague, last met in Scotland in 1993 in Glasgow.
This year, the Society will be holding a workshop session in
Dundee looking at Regeneration, stimulated from within on 8 - 11
May. The meeting will be at the University of Dundee which is this
year celebrating the 50th anniversary of Planning Education in the
city.
The sessions will examine initiatives in national and local
development plan policies to stimulate regeneration and
development with speakers dealing with different aspects of
planning guidance and implementation. The event is supported by
the RTPI and the RIAS.
A further detailed note on contributing speakers will be issued
with the programme.

CERTIFICATE OF LAWFULNESS
Practices are advised to seek a Certificate of Lawfulness in all small
Planning Applications.
The RIAS Environmental and Town Planning Committee
have now considered how the introduction of the Householder
Permitted Development Rights (HPDR) are working in practice.
The HPDR was intended to remove all small planning applications
from the system, although there was some concern that applying
for a Certificate of Lawfulness (CL) would create an extra layer
of bureaucracy and it might be preferable simply to lodge an
application for full planning permission.
Under the Permitted Development Rules (PD), feedback from
practitioners indicates that clients are reliant on the architect’s
judgment as to whether or not an application comes within the
PD. It is considered that the Certificate of Lawfulness (CL) removes
the risk to the practitioner and should be recommended. It is also
noted that property owners would require this document in any
event when they come to sell their property.
Given the differences in interpretation which have been
reported by members from one local authority to another and the
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ENERGY DESIGN CERTIFICATION UPDATE
ENERGY PERFORMANCE CERTIFICATE
This update has been prepared by Richard Atkins FRIAS of Home Energy
and Data Services Ltd who provide the IT and Technical Infrastructure
for the RIAS Scheme.
Approved Certifiers of Design can now register to lodge new-build
domestic Energy Performance Certificates (EPC) in the Energy
Savings Trust Scottish Central Register.
The RIAS has been approved by the Building Standards Division
of the Scottish Government to recognise Approved Certifiers of
Design (Section 6 - Energy) Domestic as New Build Domestic
Energy Assessors able to lodge EPCs to the new central register.
This is a significant step forward for the scheme and Approved
Certifiers of Design (Section 6 - Energy) Domestic who will be able,
at last, to submit EPCs prepared in the same rigorous way as DER/
TER compliance calculations. It completes the client service of
Certification.
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PRACTICE CPD – DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
FIT FOR THE FUTURE – RIAS SPRING SEMINAR
Practices are advised that a Conservation Spring seminar has
been organised for the afternoon of Thursday, 5th June, at the
Storytelling Centre in Edinburgh, aimed at all RIAS accredited
architects as well as members who wish to apply for accreditation.
Topics to be covered include fire engineering, integrating
services into historic buildings, the application of Scottish
Building Standards to existing buildings undergoing change of use
and Historic Scotland refurbishment principles.
A programme will be circulated in due course. Keep this date
free!

PRACTICE SERVICES 2014
RIAS Spring 2014 Practice Information is about to be published. If
you have not yet renewed your subscription this year, there is still
time to contact us to avoid missing out on important information.
If you would like to receive Practice information 2014 on paper in
a folder please let us know as soon as possible.
MARYSE RICHARDSON
SENIOR MANAGER: PRACTICE
IF YOU HAVE ISSUES YOU WOULD LIKE TO DISCUSS, DO
NOT HESITATE TO CONTACT A MEMBER OF THE PRACTICE
TEAM.

Scottish Planning Law Only
Third Edition
£68
By Ray McMaster, Alan Prior and John Watchman
The most up-to-date authoritative guidance on
Scottish planning law – available now
• ISBN:
978 1 84592 779 0
• Pub Date:
Sep 2013
• Format:
Paperback
• Price:
£68

Scottish Planning Law is a comprehensive and
accessible guide to a constantly changing and
complex field. The clear, well -structured style and
practical approach of previous editions have been
retained and enhanced while taking account of many
significant developments in recent planning law,
including those made in summer 2013.
Expert guidance for all those involved in and
affected by the planning system in Scotland

Order your copy today
Call Direct Sales on +44 (0)1235 465500 or email
customerservices@bloomsbury.com

• Legal sources, principles and mechanisms involved
are outlined and clear explanation is provided on
how they operate in practice.
• Expert advice is given on how those affected by the
planning system can respond to it effectively
• In depth commentary is provided but it is written
in a clear and straightforward style allowing
meaningful understanding to all those affected by
planning issues.
This important new text is a must-have for all
those involved in the disciplines of planning,
surveying, architecture, sustainable development
and law.
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PROUD SPONSOR OF THE RIAS AWARDS DINNER 2014
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6000sq.ft Showroom. Please call Derek Miller to discuss any project.
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AN ARCHITECT’S DUTIES ON CERTIFICATION
It is often suggested, sometimes by architects themselves, that an
architect owes duties to both parties in a construction contract
when carrying out his certification role. Indeed, in that role an
architect is sometimes viewed as having a quasi-arbitral role,
which may have two results:
•
•

A duty to value fairly owed to the contractor;
A certain degree of freedom of action to make a fair certification,
even if that is against the instructions of the employer.

There was a series of cases in England suggesting that in
certain circumstances an architect could owe a duty to a contractor
to value applications fairly. However, the English Court of Appeal’s
1990 decision in Pacific Associates v. Baxter rejected such a duty
when it held that “the court will be slow to impose an added duty
of care beyond that which was in the contemplation of the parties
at the time when they came together”. The case, which would likely
be followed in Scotland, did not absolutely forbid the existence of
a duty. Indeed, although not directly affecting the decision the
Inner House of the Court of Session noted in Costain Building and
Civil Engineering Ltd v Scottish Rugby Union plc that:
‘if the [certifier] failed altogether to issue a certificate, whether
in bad faith or through negligence or idleness, the contractor ...
would no doubt have a remedy against the [certifier].”
It has to be said that in the absence of a provision in the
architect’s appointment or the building contract suggesting such a

duty, it would be a foolhardy contractor who would rely on it. The
wise architect will also seek an indemnity for such claims from the
employer.
The other side of the coin is that it is sometimes argued
the architect must behave almost like an arbiter/arbitrator
in certifying, even if that brings him into conflict with the
employer. Generally, an arbiter will have immunity from claims
by disgruntled parties to an arbitration so long as procedurally
he has behaved fairly. In certification, architects do not benefit
from that advantage and will be liable in terms of their contract
and relationship with the employer for any failure in certification
or, depending on the contract, a failure to follow the employer’s
contractual instructions.
Accordingly, like any other professional, while an architect
will wish to maintain his professional good name and behave in
a reasonable and professional manner (and of course comply with
the ARB code among other things), it is easy to be put into a very
awkward position by an employer who wishes to provoke a dispute
with a contractor.
Unless a very flagrant breach of the building contract takes
place with the collusion of the architect and which puts the facts
into areas where, for example, a claim for procuring a breach of
contract may be made, it is highly unlikely that an architect could
be liable to anyone except the employer.

ALISDAIR MATHESON
BRODIES LLP, SOLICITORS
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ANOTHER EXCLUSIVE FIRST FOR RIAS INSURANCE
SERVICES!
RIAS Insurance Services (RIASIS) has always been keen to
promote a good risk management approach within the profession
in Scotland. Our 2006 risk management book – A Survival Guide –
was dedicated to this theme.
Architects continue to operate in an increasingly litigious
environment and RIASIS, now in its 30th year, is committed
to helping busy practitioners limit and manage the risks they
encounter in the course of running their businesses.
Unfortunately, mistakes – some of which lead to claims - will
always occur, no matter how competent the practitioner, or how
carefully the firm attends to detail. Today, clients are more aware
of their rights and will look for someone to blame.
The best way to avoid a claim is to practice good internal risk
management – the art of making sure that the risk of error is
reduced as far as possible.
Consequently, RIASIS is delighted to announce the launch of a
new Learning Management System (LMS) to further promote our
ethos of the value and importance of firms adopting effective risk
management techniques.
We have partnered with our new professional indemnity
insurance scheme lead insurer, XL Insurance Company plc, to
deliver this tangible offering, which is available for RIAS members
only through our RIASIS scheme. The system will be included as
part of the existing scheme member benefits and is offered at no
additional cost. We believe engagement and interaction with this
system will prove invaluable to our clients.
The system is designed to deliver online resources and
eLearning programs to increase understanding of liability issues
and give staff members the tools to prevent claims being made
against them.
Firms are able to log into the LMS via an internet browser
around the clock anywhere in the world - and can add employee
users, select and enrol staff on courses or provide them with access
to loss prevention resources. Our clients will be able to register
all of their employees as users and they can access the tool via
individual user profiles.
This tool has been used for a number of years by XL Group in
the USA and Canada (24,000 users) and has been extremely well
received by the policyholders. The UK version has been launched
recently and XL is continuing to develop the resources available
on the tool.
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The LMS currently offers a contract eGuide, which is also
available as a mobile friendly website, providing guidance on
contracts that includes the importance of written agreements,
types of agreements and contract basics. It also includes a glossary
of common legal terms, and a sample contract review checklist as
well as copy and paste functionality to allow sample clauses to be
inserted into contracts.
The system also offers a risk drivers course, which is designed
to give a solid foundation for understanding what causes a claim,
how and when risks present themselves and what steps can be
taken to manage risk. The course can be assigned to registered
employees for completion and results from the final test can be
monitored by the company’s administration team, brokers and
underwriters. The course is about an hour long and users can start,
stop and resume courses at their discretion to work at their own
pace and within their schedules.
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FINANCE
THE IMPORTANCE OF
FINANCIAL PROTECTION
The bonus for the employer is that employees will gain – with
the approval of RIAS - continuing professional development
points on satisfactory completion of the course.
THE BENEFITS OF LMS:
• Intended to assist companies with their risk management
processes;
• 24-hour access to a contract guidance portal that can be viewed
by any registered employee;
• Copy and paste functionality to use basic contract clauses
when needed;
• Eases the burden of in-house contract review processes in
some cases;
• Aids employee understanding of contracts;
• Aids employee understanding of what causes a claim, how and
when risks present themselves and what steps can be taken to
manage risk;
• Allows staff to monitor employee involvement with the tool.
If you are not already a client of RIASIS and would be interested
in discussing what’s on offer, please contact either Susan Riccio
[0131 311 4212], Robert Morris [0131 311 4274] or Margaret Clark
[0131 311 4279].
If you are an existing client of RIASIS, roll out of this new
offering will begin in March 2014.
For any other information, please contact Ian McCallum,
Practice Leader, RIAS Insurance Services, on 0131 311 4247 or at
ian.mccallum@marsh.com
RIASIS appreciate the contributions from XL Insurance
Company and Susan Riccio and Robert Morris in the preparation
of this article.
Clients should consider seeking appropriate legal advice before
entering into contracts.
SUSAN RICCIO AND ROBERT MORRIS
XL INSURANCE COMPANY

RIAS INSURANCE SERVICES
Tel 0131 311 4292 Fax 0131 311 4280
Email ian.mccallum@marsh.com

Premature death and serious illness are fortunately relatively rare,
so much so that ensuring against these risks is not expensive –
especially if you are reasonably young. However, they happen
frequently enough for health and life protection to be essential
financial products. Moreover, careful choice of products and
features can keep costs to a minimum, especially now that it has
become possible to arrange for life assurance cover for most people
so that premiums qualify for tax relief. It is important to take a
practised and dispassionate view of insurance needs.
Most people are aware of the need to have life insurance if
they have dependants, but you should not ignore the need to
have health protection that will pay you an income if you are ill
and cannot work. You can also have cover that provides a lump
sum if you are diagnosed as suffering from one of the specified
conditions in the critical illness policy.
We can recommend the cover that is relevant for you, calculate
how much you need and for how long. We can also recommend
and arrange cover with the most appropriate providers.

TO SEEK INDEPENDENT FINANCIAL ADVICE, PLEASE
CONTACT RIAS PFS ON 0141 226 8866 OR EMAIL US AT
FRAME@RIASPFS.COM.
RIAS PFS
Tel 0141 226 8866
Email info@riaspfs.com
Web www.riaspfs.com
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World class brands for every sector
education
HealtH & care
Housing
offices
sport & leisure
retail
industry

NEW
MIPOLAM
FuturE-PrOOF
FLOOrINg
NOW WIth EvErcArEtM!
Mipolam is now finished in EvercareTM, a revolutionary surface treatment
that’s setting new standards in stain and chemical resistance, as well as
improved non-slip performance. EvercareTM is available on six distinctive
Mipolam designs and 120 exciting colour-ways, striking a perfect balance
in appearance and performance. Future-proof your interior with Mipolam.
Contact us for the brand new 2013/2014 Collection Catalogue.
tel: 01926 622 600
Email: contractuk@gerflor.com
visit: www.gerflor.co.uk
Follow us on twitter:

@gerfloruk

3,000m2 of Mipolam SymbiozTM. Circle Hospital (Reading).

RIBAJ
120 SERIES
with
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CHAPTERS

HIGH MILLS
TREVOR BLACK

THE RIAS IS A FEDERATION OF SIX LOCAL CHAPTERS. CHAPTER ACTIVITY IS CENTRAL TO THE LIFE OF THE
INCORPORATION AND OUR SERVICES TO OUR MEMBERS. THESE UPDATES ILLUSTRATE THE BREADTH AND
QUALITY OF CHAPTER ACTIVITY.
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The clocks seem to have moved forward quicker than ever this year
with 2014 starting off as frantically as last year ended. Looking on
the positive side, and following discussion with the wider Chapter
membership, there is a genuine feeling that there are more
opportunities out there to benefit us all.
For the Chapter, the year has begun with a celebration and I
was delighted, in early March, to welcome so many of our members
and guests to The Aberdeen Society of Architects’ Annual Dinner,
generously sponsored by Bancon Group and held, once again, in
the Richard-Murphy-designed Park Inn Hotel in Aberdeen. This
event continued to build on the success of recent years with a
number of members and practices in attendance for the first time.
I would like thank all those who came along to support the event
and for their generosity during the evening, which raised £1105
towards the Architects’ Benevolent Society.
The Chapter Design Awards for 2013, kindly sponsored by
McLeod + Aitken, were presented at the Annual Dinner. Judging
took place during February and I am very appreciative of the
time generously afforded by our Judging Panel comprising Sandy
Beattie (A+DS Board Member and Master Planning and Design
Team Leader with Aberdeen City Council), Colin Doig (DIA
President) and Dr David McCLean (ASA Secretary and Head of
School at Scott Sutherland School of Architecture & The Built
Environment).
Awards were made across a number of categories, with Halliday
Fraser Munro (Joint Architect) having success with Maggie’s
Cancer Care Centre in Aberdeen in the Public/Health/Education
and Leisure category. Halliday Fraser Munro had a double success
on the evening with a further award for their Apache North Sea
Ltd headquarters building on the Prime Four Business Park.
There were a number of award winners in the Residential
category (Single Dwellings/Extensions) with success for Annie
Kenyon Architects for Aquithie Cottage, Cumming and Co for
their work at 59 Devonshire Road in Aberdeen and WCP Architects
for Invercauld Gardens, Braemar.
No awards were made in the Residential (Multiple Units) and
Conservation and Environmental Regeneration categories and
there was no award made for projects outside the ASA Chapter
undertaken by one of our members; these are categories we would
certainly look to encourage in the future.

HALLIDAY FRASER MUNRO

WWW.ABERDEENARCHITECTS.ORG

MAGGIES CANCER CARE CENTRE (HALLIDAY FRASER MUNRO)
WCP ARCHITECTS

ABERDEEN

INVERCAULD GARDENS (WCP ARCHITECTS)

Congratulations to all award winners. These projects, large and
small, all make a positive contribution to their surroundings and
the lives of those who use them.
We are continuing efforts to grow the ASA Council and it
is pleasing to note we now have some student representation
from the 57o 10 Society at RGU. It is hoped this will bring a fresh
perspective to Chapter activities. There is still the opportunity to
become involved and if you would like to do so please get in touch.
Finally, we do seem to be making progress with a refresh of
the ASA Chapter website, with an updated format being recently
supported by ASA Council. It is hoped that this will be operational
by the time of the next issue of the RIAS Quarterly; further details
will be shared with the membership in due course.
BRUCE BALLANCE RIAS
PRESIDENT ASA
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The New Year has brought a new series of CPD events to the DIA
along with a new venue, Richard Murphy’s Dundee Contemporary
Arts (DCA) in the Nethergate. Our lectures now commence
at 6.15pm, allowing free car parking adjacent to the DCA. All
events are free to members thanks to the kind sponsorship of
MacRoberts, who started this year’s events with an entertaining
question and answer session. Other events have included AIM
discussing their offices constructed from shipping containers,
sustainable energy, performance, product and potential, Dundee
City Council architects discussing their new Olympia Leisure
Centre, Zone Architects’ best small project in St. Andrews, AIM
Architects’ Loch Ness visitor centre and Archial’s Balgove building.
We took our members to view The Birks Cinema, our supreme
award winner 2013, where we held our AGM. We were given a
tour of the building by architect Robin Baker and shown Murray
Grigor’s film on St Peter’s Seminary, along with a short film on
Robert Adam. A most enjoyable evening and a memorable AGM!
Yours truly was kindly given the opportunity to judge the
Aberdeen Society of Architects awards for 2014, along with fellow
judges Professor David McLean from Robert Gordon University
and Sandy Beattie from Aberdeen City Council. Following an
evening of shortlisting projects we had a day touring Aberdeen and
its shire, culminating in an entertaining and enjoyable evening at
the awards ceremony in the Park Inn, Aberdeen. Congratulations
to the winners.
We have started a new initiative in giving schoolchildren an
introduction to architecture. This takes the form of a roadshow,
which visits schools and presents a variety of different architectural
styles, engaging pupils in what they like or dislike, asking them if
they would like to live, work or study in the building and if they
think its location and environmental credentials are suitable. This
has led to some very interesting conversations with the children
and opens up interesting debates. We have also had some very
positive feedback from the teachers.
In my absence, Fraser Middleton, Past President, kindly took
the helm and judged the third year’s group project at Duncan of
Jordanstone College of Art and Design, presenting a cash prize of
£300 to the award-winning group.
The DIA is once again sponsoring “Creative Spaces”, which
challenges schoolchildren within the DIA area to design and model
a building in a specific timeframe following a detailed brief. The
children seem to get great satisfaction from this event. The level

DIA

WWW.DIA-ARCHITECTS.COM

FRASER MIDDLETON AND JOE NARSPUR FROM DIA WITH JOINT WINNING
STUDENTS HANAN BASAMALAMAH, LI ZHEN NG AND KIRSTEN PONT
DIA

DUNDEE

FRASER MIDDLETON AND JOE NARSPUR FROM DIA WITH JOINT WINNING
STUDENTS,TIAGO WINER AND MINDY GILL. ROMAN PAUNOV COULD NOT
ATTEND THE CEREMONY

of understanding of the brief is remarkable given the timeframe
involved.
If any of our members wish to engage with Council, or wish
to become involved, please feel free to do so. We are here to voice
your issues, not only with RIAS, but also other bodies. Please keep
your eyes peeled for our e-bulletins, which willl keep you updated
with what’s going on in our area.
COLIN DOIG RIAS
PRESIDENT DIA
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EDINBURGH
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Over the last few months, we have, for the first time, been issuing
regular bulletins, which means we are now communicating in a
far more effective manner with our members. We are also in the
process of updating the EAA website, which will mean, among
other things, that we will soon be able to accept online payments
for our CPD events and that our directory of members will
be directly linked to the RIAS members list, thereby avoiding
potential errors.

PROFESSOR SUE ROAF FRIAS PRESENTED HER TALK ‘DESIGNING RESILIENT
BUILDINGS’ AS PART OF THE EAA’S NEW STYLE CPD EVENT IN FEBRUARY

EAA continues to provide three members for the Edinburgh
Urban Design Panel’s monthly meetings, reviewing major projects

The EAA held the first of its new-style quarterly CPD events on

at the pre-application stage. At the moment, most major planning

26 February, which involved three talks with refreshments from

applications in Edinburgh are residential. In this context, Ben

4.30pm -8.30pm. This was well attended and a great success.

Wilson and David Givan, of City of Edinburgh Planning, gave a

The EAA continues to be excited about the RIAS 2016 Festival.

presentation to the EAA Council on the Local Development Plan

The EAA has been allocated the month of May, which will coincide

for Edinburgh, with particular regard to the housing land supply

with the RIAS 2016 Convention in Edinburgh. We already have

issues facing the city and the requirement for 30,000 more homes

many ideas and will be seeking to whittle down and fine tune our

within the city boundary. Edinburgh Council will provide the EAA

thoughts over the coming months. Ideas for events include internal

with an outline of the presentation, which will be posted on the

and external exhibitions, light shows, workshops, architectural

EAA website.

films and primary school involvement. Could members note that

We have received 46 submissions for the 2014 EAA Awards,
which is very encouraging as it is more than for 2013. The judges
are Father Dermot Morrin Hon FRIAS (whose building, The Chapel
of St Albert the Great, won the EAA Building of the Year Award

we would like events to be arranged not just in Edinburgh, but in
the wider area we serve.
More information and other Chapter news is available on the
EAA website www.eaa.org.uk.

for 2013), Shona Clelland (who leads the team for The Assembly
Rooms, which won the EAA Conservation & Regeneration Award

IAN STEWART RIAS

for 2013), Donald Canavan RIAS (Vice President EAA) and Peter

PRESIDENT EAA

Robinson RIAS (EAA Council Member). The Awards ceremony
is planned for the evening of 1 April in the Assembly Rooms,
Edinburgh, and sponsors have been identified for all five award
categories. It should be a good evening and a great showcase for
architecture in the chapter area.
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GLASGOW
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EMMA DONNELLY

So, two years after the first, I am writing my last report as GIA
President. Having taken over from Iain Hamilton, a couple of
months early in 2012, I was quite apprehensive about the prospect
of being GIA President. Much to my surprise, the last 25 months
have flown by and I can say, without reservation, that I have
enjoyed every minute of it and I am very proud of what the GIA
has accomplished under my stewardship.
After much deliberation last autumn, I put forward to Council
for Michael Dougall, current convenor of the Architecture, People
and Places committee and GIA Vice-President, to become the new
GIA President at this year’s AGM on the 17th April at the CCA. (To
all my avid readers, you are very welcome to attend.)
To say the GIA is now in safe hands would be an understatement.
I think with Michael at the helm, the GIA will push forward to
a new level, especially with a heavy focus now on 2016 and, in

MAGNIFICENT AND FORLORN – THE SPRINGBURN WINTER GARDENS

particular, the GIA taking the mantle of the first chapter of events,
from Burns Night until the end of February.
Looking at the last two years retrospectively, I think every

HubWest, has been a triumph, going out to over 4500 RIAS
readers.

committee has excelled even its own expectations. The GIA now

As a footnote I would also like to say I am happy that as an

has a much fresher and more dynamic approach to what it does.

organisation we have managed, without cutting any corners and

I am especially proud of last year’s Dinner where we had nearly

with careful management of our budgetand by procuring some

200 guests and were able, for the first time in several years, to

worthwhile sponsorship, to find ourselves in a much stronger

announce a supreme award winner (for which there were several

financial position. When you have such top-drawer after-dinner

front runners). Also, the RGI model exhibition was given plaudits

speakers within the GIA and RIAS, who needs to pay through the

from many of our peers and hopefully will be something that we

nose for a comedian?

can work on and build to become an annual collaboration between

Finally, as my fond farewell, I would like to thank everyone

the GIA and the RGI. These sorts of things can only be good for

at the RIAS for their help, especially Neil, Carol-Ann, former

the industry. It is great to see the GIA CPD programme being

President Sholto and current President Iain Connelly. But my

brought to the fore and hopefully becoming an integral part of

biggest thanks would go out to everyone on the GIA Council who

all architects’ CPD development. This has involved committee

has participated in the last couple of years. They give up their time

members who have worked very hard in the background for years

and their efforts (and blood, sweat and tears) for little, if any,

and, eventually, are getting the attendances that their hard work

personal recognition - all for the love of architecture.

deserves.

Goodbye. Farewell. Auf Wiedersehen, Adieu…

I think the pièce de résistance is the amazing effort that has
gone into the GIA Awards booklet. After many years of using a

MICHAEL JARVIS FRIAS

mixture of different visual media to publicise the awards and

PRESIDENT GIA

commendations, the awards booklet, sponsored this year by
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The Guardian is, arguably, the greatest compendium of news
around and I cannot resist commencing with its In praise of… piece
on 21 February. This informed us that, according to a TripAdvisor
survey, the island of Lewis and Harris has been declared Europe’s
best and, somehow, fifth best in the world. Although I have become
more and more intoxicated by the island through the past year, I
nonetheless remain convinced that it is one among many that are
splashed around Scotland’s edges – but what a delightful accolade.
Things within IAA have been relatively quiet over the turn
of the year but, in January, I took myself off to Skye to have a
look around Sabhal Mor Ostaig – the Gaelic College. This was a
first for me, although I have been to the isle many times, and the
welcome was superb. My reason for being there was to check it out
as a host venue for our November CPD and Biennial Dinner. I was
able to come away enthused by and convinced of its suitability.
This was followed up by a comprehensive and detailed offer which
was passed for acceptance by our February Council meeting. So,
that is it; the 7th of November is a date for diaries and not just
for the Inverness Architectural Association. All will be welcome.
The same meeting accepted the notion that we should shift the
emphasis of the Dinner away from our awards as such – although
their presentation will feature with significance – to more of a
straightforward celebration.
This brings me to my second visit that day on Skye - again a
first – to the Dualchas Architects’ studio. Our serious and lengthy
talk – about it being convener of the CPD – took place in a
delightful pub nearby. Outcomes will emerge with time, but there
is the promise of some good topics and some great speakers.
Still in the environs of Skye, but on a sad note, the West
Highland Architects’ Group has folded. This may be a temporary
phenomenon and I do intend to see if resurrection is practicable.
On a brighter note, we managed to get ourselves a Vicepresident – albeit, technically, only for one month – in the guise of
Stuart Bagshaw. This was at our February meeting at which I was
elected into place for a second year; I thank my fellows formally for
that. Also secure for the next year is our meeting space in Balnain
House.
We have collated information returned through the issue of
a procurement questionnaire late last year and that will be taken
as information to the Practice Committee. In a similar attempt
at gathering thoughts across the membership, a call for ideas to
enhance the 2016 events calendar will be made soon.
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FORT AUGUSTUS (LDN ARCHITECTS)
RURAL DESIGN

INVERNESS

PLOCKTON (RURAL DESIGN)

Finally, we had a very useful presentation made to IAA Council
by Ross Cairns and Mike Bassett, who are both on the teaching
staff at UHI with its fast-emerging new campus, and we hope this
will develop into a healthy symbiosis of teaching assistance and
fostering talent locally in the coming years.
PETER MCILHENNY FRIAS
PRESIDENT IAA
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TOMMY THOMSON RIAS
PRESIDENT SSA

MIDDLESTRATH
MACDUFF ARCHITECTS

For the second year in succession the Building of the Year in
the SSA Awards was won by Bobby Halliday Architects with
their dramatic extension to Chalton Lodge in Bridge of Allan. A
light and airy addition to an existing large Victorian house, the
judges praised the project for its use of modern materials which
complemented the listed building.
MacDuff Architects’ new community building in Killearn
was awarded the Best Use of Slate in a prize sponsored by CUPA
Scotland. If you have not seen this building it is worth a visit if you
are in that area. Again, the extension sits well beside the existing
former church building and is a focus for community life in the
village.
ARKA Architects repeated the success of previous years
by winning the Best Use of Wood, considered by the Forestry
Commission, for their Middlestrath Mill house extension. A
finely-detailed exercise in the use of wood in both internal and
external locations demonstrates what a fantastic material this
natural resource can be.
Numerous commendations were awarded for a variety of
projects throughout the Chapter area. This is testament to the fine
work being produced, sandwiched as it is between our larger urban
neighbours.
In relation to the Chapter’s visit to Barcelona, final
arrangements have been made. A group of 15 will be travelling to
the Catalonian capital for a 4-day spring visit. Meetings have been
arranged with Collegi d’Arquitectes de Catalunya, the equivalent
of RIAS.
A visit to EMBT, the architects of the Scottish Parliament, has
been arranged through a member who worked with the firm on
Santa Caterina market building. It is hoped to record our visit in a
future edition of the RIAS Quarterly, so watch this space.
A quick, informal survey of local practices indicates a strong
increase in enquiries and commissions since the turn of the year
in the Chapter locale. This seems to take the form of a lot of
smaller projects, larger development still being scarce given the
continued reluctance of banks to provide funding. This upturn is
to be welcomed and will hopefully spearhead fuller employment
and profitability for the profession in Central Scotland.

ARKA ARCHITECTS

WWW.S-S-A.CO.UK

KILLEARN
BOBBY HALLIDAY ARCHITECTS

STIRLING

CHALTON LODGE
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CHARTERED ARCHITECT

MALCOLM COCHRANE

PRESIDENT’S DIARY
DECEMBER 2013
30

Attended the funeral of Sir H Anthony Wheeler PPRIAS /
Edinburgh

JANUARY 2014
10
14
15
21
25
28
30

Meeting with the Carnegie Trust / Edinburgh
3rd Year Mac Student Crit / Royal Botanic Gardens,
Edinburgh
Meeting with Karen Anderson FRIAS, Chair of A+DS /
Edinburgh
Visit to the Reid Building, Glasgow School of Art
Attended the funeral of Professor Kathryn Findlay FRIAS /
London
Meeting with Sue Bruce, Chief Executive of City of Edinburgh
Council / Edinburgh
5 Presidents Meeting / RIBA, London

WITH DR ANNE LORNE GILLIES HON FRIAS

FEBRUARY 2014
03
12
14
17
18
18
20
21
21
24
26
28

Attended the opening of the new Battle of Bannockburn
Visitor Centre / Stirling
GASH Lunch / Edinburgh
RSA President’s Supper/New Contemporaries Exhibition /
Edinburgh
RIAS Committees Review Meetings with Past President
Sholto Humphries / Edinburgh
RIAS Government and Consultancy Committee / Edinburgh
Irish Architects Reception / RIBA, London
Presentation to Page\Park Architects / Glasgow
Meetings with David Cook Hon FRIAS and Gordon Reid Hon
FRIAS / Glasgow
Meeting with Patrick Tyler Hon FRIAS / Edinburgh
BEFS Annual Lecture by Harry Burns / Edinburgh
RIAS President’s Policy Committee / Edinburgh
Woman in Property Dinner – Central Scotland Branch /
Edinburgh

WHO WOULDN’T WANT TO RECEIVE AN AWARD FROM THIS MAN?

MARCH 2014
03
07
09
12
12

Meeting with Ian McKenzie and Bill Stonor, UIA / Edinburgh
Interact Grand Final - Judging, Glasgow School of Art
RIAS Awards – viewing of submissions / Edinburgh
RIAS Council / Edinburgh
RIAS Fellows’ Dinner / Glasgow
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REPORT ON MARCH 2014 COUNCIL
Council noted the Management Accounts up to the end of
December 2013 and a revised out-turn of £1,263 to 31st December
2013. Council adopted the Accounts. Council also adopted the
draft budget for 2014.
The Membership Report was noted by Council with 7 deaths,
28 Resignations, 9 Transfers to Retired, 14 Reinstatements, 35
elections to Student Membership, 42 elections to Membership,
3 Nominations to Fellowship and 3 Nominations to Honorary
Fellowship. The positive trend of new memberships significantly
outnumbering departures was noted and Charlene Rankin was
commended for her endeavours.
In accordance with the Byelaws there are four retirals from
Council and nominations were requested to fill those posts.
The President’s nominee for RIBA Council, Scotland South
Nomination, Kerr Robertson, was approved by Council. The
retiring representative, Joan Scott, was thanked for her work on
behalf of the Incorporation.
A review of the Committee structure was presented with a
reduction to seven committees in addition to PPC/Council, all of
which will now report direct to PPC/Council. Revised rules and
procedures for committees were agreed.
A draft educational survey, including questions on both
possible referendum outcomes, was agreed to be issued to the
membership.
The President has instructed a review of the Incorporation’s
performance 2008-2013 to chart the growth in membership
numbers over this period and provide a summary of achievements
and performance.
Council noted the excellent response to the RIAS Awards with
83 submissions. The Secretary gave an outline of the geography of
submissions. The Inverness Chapter was particularly congratulated
on encouraging a very substantial level of submissions.
A preliminary draft of the proposals for the 2016 Festival of
Architecture was noted. This document brings together a variety
of initiatives which will address the very broad public audience
which the Festival hopes to reach.
The basement damp remedial works are complete with only
minor re-instatement left and Council approved the settling of the
final account. Repairs to the rear garden wall have been undertaken
by City of Edinburgh Council at no charge to the Incorporation.
Council expressed its thanks.

After debate Council approved support for the motion by
Angela Brady, Past President of the RIBA, proposing suspension of
the UIA membership of the Israeli Association of United Architects
for their part in the construction of illegal projects in Palestine.
Council agreed to support a review of the proposal to
establish a British version of the European Database for
Architectural Commissions and to liaise with the RIBA and Dutch
representatives.
Council noted and agreed changes to the RIAS Standard
Forms of Appointment to incorporate the ARB’s requirement for a
complaint-handling procedure.
Council noted that Approved Certifiers of Design (Section 6
– Energy) Domestic, in the RIAS Scheme can now be approved as
New Build Domestic Energy Assessors and to register EPCs for
new homes. The expansion of the Scheme to include non-domestic
later this year was also noted. A modest increase in fees was agreed.
The imminent retirement of Jack Hugh from the Incorporation
will require the appointment of a new Head of Certification and
a recommendation in this respect will be brought to the next
meeting. Council thanked Jack for his unstinting service to the
Incorporation.
Council agreed to support those members who were caught
out by ARB’s recent change of fee deadline to the end of December
and the high handed treatment meted out by the ARB.
JACK HUGH FRIAS
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CHARTERED ARCHITECT // MEMBERSHIP

MEMBERSHIP REPORT
THE FOLLOWING DEATHS WERE
REPORTED WITH REGRET:
Prof Kathryn Findlay frias riba
Alfred G Giffen rias
Frederick (Derry) J A Gilmour rias
Robert Nicol Lawrence rias
Robert Ewing Lowe McCready rias
Alexander Hall McLean rias
Sir H Anthony Wheeler obe pprias

RESIGNATIONS REPORTED:
John Andrew Charles Arnott, Anthony
Barjonas, Susan Calvert Best, Joanne
Boyle, Malcolm Smith Clark, Kennneth
Collins, Martin Docherty, Michelle Farrell,
Dawn C Ferguson, Sandra Gallagher, Scott
Geoghegan, Stuart Johnston Graham,
Giorgio Granozio, Alan Victor Hamilton,
Andrew Harle, Martin Jarvie, Alistair
Kerr, Julia Margaret Laidlaw, Alisdair
M MacDonald, Callum MacDonald, D
Ian MacLeod, Fiona McCarthy, Malcolm
Campbell Munro, Graeme Ronald, James
Charles Garfield Simpson, John A Smith,
Trevor Samuel Strahan, Neil Gordon
Sutherland

TRANSFERS TO RETIRED
MEMBERSHIP APPROVED:
John E Baker rias riba Edinburgh
Kerr Alexander Brown rias Inverness
Patrick T Dignan rias riba Edinburgh
Alan Stuart Gilchrist rias riba Glasgow
Adam John Donald Marshall rias riba
Glasgow
James Bruce Murray rias Edinburgh
David James Nicol rias riba Glasgow
Kenneth D Pye rias riba Edinburgh
Bruce Stewart rias riba Dundee
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REINSTATEMENTS TO FULL
MEMBERSHIP:
Katherine Byers rias Aberdeen
Jacqueline MacLean Cameron rias Glasgow
Keith Edwards rias Glasgow
Justin Fenton rias Glasgow
Sara Gibson rias Glasgow
Robert Halliday rias Stirling
Lorne Haycock rias riba Glasgow
Ian James Hendry rias Edinburgh
Alexander Kinghorn rias Edinburgh
Sara Gibson Konopinska rias Glasgow
Alan Cameron MacLean rias riba Outwith
Ian McSweeney rias riba Outwith
Andrew Keith Morrison rias riba Outwith
Ian A Paton rias Dundee

ELECTIONS TO STUDENT
MEMBERSHIP:
Douglas Boa Stirling
Rachel Elizabeth Brown Aberdeen
Ross Brown Edinburgh
Alexander Cameron Glasgow
Sarah Carruthers Stirling
Robert Donachie Dundee
Tsvetomila Duncheva Glasgow
Kevin Fitzpatrick Dundee
Sally Fordyce Aberdeen
Camille Frichot Glasgow
Oliver Goddard Glasgow
Nathan William Howie Glasgow
Andrew Jess Edinburgh
Hannah MacFarlane Glasgow
Jacqueline Agnes McFall Glasgow
Robert McNab Glasgow
Kerr Millar Dundee
Stuart Morrison Edinburgh
Graeme Robert Mowat Glasgow
Hamad Mumtaz Stirling
Linda Nicol Edinburgh
Stephen O’Loughlin Dundee
Sarah Jane Packham Edinburgh
Elizabeth Su Ching Phun Aberdeen

Deborah Pullinger Glasgow
Isabella Rosander Edinburgh
Siti Khairena Ahmad Sean Glasgow
Craig Simpson Aberdeen
Matthew Thomas Smith Edinburgh
David Sonka Edinburgh
Emily Stephen Glasgow
Adam Tierney Glasgow
Scott Wallace Edinburgh
Niall Watson Glasgow
Stuart Watson Glasgow

ELECTIONS TO MEMBERSHIP:
David James Alexander rias riba Edinburgh
Scott Dickson rias riba Glasgow
Jonathan Douglas rias riba Outwith
Rory Flyn rias Inverness
Anna Forster rias riba Edinburgh
Gernot Golembiewski rias Edinburgh
Rhona Gomez rias riba Inverness
Kevin Haggarty rias riba Glasgow
Paul Anthony Hales rias riba Outwith
Gordon Harrison rias riba Glasgow
Libby Heathcote rias riba Edinburgh
Maurice Hickey rias Glasgow
Cho Li Jolie Ho rias Inverness
Gregor Ross Horn rias riba Outwith
Andrew Hunter rias Glasgow
Natasha Huq rias Edinburgh
Elena Kindelan rias riba Inverness
Peter James King rias riba Outwith
William Lees rias riba Outwith
Alexander Liddell rias Edinburgh
Roderick Mackenzie rias riba Outwith
Eamon McGarrigle rias riba Glasgow
Niall Patrick Miskelly rias riba Outwith
Angel Morlaes-Aguilar rias riba Edinburgh
Katherine Pinny Neill rias riba Inverness
Aidan Potter rias riba Outwith
Christopher Raeburn rias riba Outwith
Charles Timothy Peter Scott rias riba
Outwith
Graham Shawcross rias Edinburgh
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Christopher Simmonds rias Glasgow
Amy Jean Smith rias riba Aberdeen
Jose Manuel Fernandino Soto MP Edinburgh
Ian Sutherland rias riba Edinburgh
Melanie Jane Sutherland rias riba
Edinburgh
Paul Sutton rias Glasgow
Nicholas Taggart rias riba Outwith
Nicola Walls rias Glasgow
Jason Wilson rias riba Edinburgh
Adrian Wishart rias riba Edinburgh
Anna E R Wynne rias riba Glasgow
Gavin Walter Yuill rias riba Edinburgh
Malgo Zemla rias Edinburgh

Annual General Meeting
Calling Notice

ELECTIONS TO FELLOWSHIP:
Dr Colin Bloch frias riba Outwith
Aidan Potter frias riba Outwith

Notice is hereby given that the AGM of the Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland
will be held at 09.00 on Friday 16th May 2014 at
The Mitchell Library and Theatre, North Street, Glasgow, G3 7DN

AGENDA
1. Notice Calling the Meeting
2. Apologies for Absence
3. Minutes of the AGM held on Friday 17th May 2013 at the
Pavilion, Strathpeffer.
4. Matters Arising Therefrom
5. Presentation of the Report by the President and Council for
Session 2013-2014 and the Treasurer’s Accounts for the Year
Ending 31 December 2013
6. Appointment of Auditors
7. RIAS Council Elections 2014
8. Installation of President 2014-15
9. Any Other Business
10. Location of Convention 2015
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CHARTERED ARCHITECT //
HONORARY FELLOWS

MALCOLM COCHRANE

DAVID COOK

Union and has served on a number of other boards. In 2006, he
completed a Masters Degree in Urban Property Appraisal. He is
currently a board member for the Cultural Enterprise Office, an
investment panel member for the Scottish Investment Fund and
chair of NVA, the leading environmental arts charity.

DAVID COOK WAS AWARDED THE INCORPORATION’S
HONORARY FELLOWSHIP FOR SERVICES TO THE ARTS AND
BUSINESS IN SCOTLAND

BARONESS ANNABEL GOLDIE MSP

David is Chief Executive of Wasps Artists’ Studios, which creates
and manages affordable workspace for artists and makers across
Scotland on a charitable basis.
After an accounting and economics degree and several years
in commercial property management, David joined Wasps in 1991,
establishing a second charity, The Wasps Trust, to acquire and
develop buildings two years later. Since David joined Wasps, the
company has grown to become one of the largest organisations
of its kind in Europe, supporting around 750 artists each year at
19 urban, rural and island locations, with a turnover of £1.5m and
property assets of around £5m.
A newly formed subsidiary, Wasps Creative Industries CIC,
recently commenced on site in Glasgow with a 53,000 square feet
mixed development for artists, makers and commercial designers/
creative industries practitioners. The Wasps South Block won the
RIAS Andrew Doolan Best Building in Scotland for 2013.
David was instrumental in establishing the Scottish Artists
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Born in Glasgow, Annabel Goldie MSP, the Scottish
Conservative and Unionist Party Member for West Scotland,
was educated at Greenock Academy and graduated LLB from
Strathclyde University. Both during and after her career in the
law she has been active in politics. She first entered the Scottish
Parliament in 1999. Initially Scottish Conservative spokesman
on the Economy, Justice and Home Affairs and subsequently
Deputy Leader from 1998, Annabel became Leader of the Scottish
Conservatives in the Scottish Parliament in November 2005.
She has served a Deputy Convenor of the Enterprise and
Lifelong Learning Committee in the Parliament, Convenor of the
Justice Committee and has served as Director and Chaired the
Prince’s Scottish Youth Business Trust. She stood down as Leader
of the Scottish Conservatives in 2011. Annabel currently speaks
for the Scottish Conservatives on constitutional matters.
Annabel is a well kent figure in Scottish public life. Her
demeanor tends to disarm even the most vociferous opponents of
her party. In numerous media interviews her calm common sense,
her humour and her fundamental decency have led to her being
among the most publicly admired of Scotland’s politicians.
In recent years being a Tory in Scotland has not been an easy
task. Being the Leader of Scotland’s Tories takes a particularly
special sort of nerve. Annabel has nerve aplenty but she is unusual
as a politician in rarely having a bad word about anybody. Perhaps
not the best recipe for political success – but the mark of a very
remarkable human being.
Annabel is an Honorary Fellow of the University of Strathclyde,
a member of the Salvation Army West Scotland Advisory Board,
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MALCOLM COCHRANE

IAN MCCALLUM

MALCOLM COCHRANE

One of the most experienced and recognised leaders in the broking
sector of the Scottish/UK insurance industry, Ian has worked with
Price Forbes Blackwood Scott, Sedgwick UK, Sedgwick Forbes,
Corporate Risk, Johnson & Higgins and, since 1998, with Marsh
Limited.
Ian has been an insurance broker for 38 years, concentrating on
Professional Liability Protection for Scottish corporate clients and
professional partnerships, and also some of Scotland’s principal
universities. He also has oversight of RIAS Insurance Services, the
joint venture between Marsh & RIAS, which provides Professional
Indemnity Insurance protection for some 500 architects’ firms in
Scotland.
Ian is currently a Senior Vice President of MARSH, the
largest risk and insurance adviser in the world. Ian is Practice
Leader for the Marsh Finpro National divisions in Scotland with
responsibilities for Northern Ireland.
Ian is a trusted friend and supporter of the RIAS. He has
written and commissioned a number of articles for RIAS Quarterly

an Elder in the Church of Scotland and a Deputy Lieutenant of
Renfrewshire. As well as being a member of the National Trust, the
RSPB and the Scottish Wildlife Trust, Annabel’s interests include
the countryside, cinema, gardening (badly), music and literature.

BARONESS GOLDIE WAS AWARDED THE INCORPORATION’S
HONORARY FELLOWSHIP FOR SERVICES TO POLITICS AND
SCOTTISH PUBLIC LIFE
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CHARTERED ARCHITECT //
HONORARY FELLOWS

and ensured that RIASIS has continued to provide one of the best
indemnity insurance packages in any sector. He has also provided
financial support for RIAS Quarterly and our student awards each
year. His work for charity has drawn upon his relationship with
RIAS, involving RIASIS Board and RIAS Insurance Committee
members in many excellent fundraising events. In the year of his
retiral, the Incorporation wanted to ensure that our close links,
forged over many years of trust and support, are maintained.

IAN MCCALLUM WAS AWARDED THE INCORPORATION’S
HONORARY FELLOWSHIP FOR SERVICES TO THE BUSINESS
COMMUNITY

MALCOLM COCHRANE

GORDON REID

currently Business Development Manager, Scotland for Kier
Construction Ltd, responsible for developing and managing
business development, identifying new and emerging markets,
bid management, client relationship management and acting as
an ambassador. It is a role he performs extremely well and he
is a credit to one of the most highly regarded contractors in the
industry.
However, in addition to Gordon’s professional achievements,
he has undertaken a breadth of voluntary activities, including
serving as Honorary Treasurer for the Glasgow Institute of
Architects for the past 14 years, providing his knowledge and
expertise in support of the architects of Glasgow with unstinting
good humour and goodwill. He has also served as a Board Member
at both Langside College and subsequently Glasgow Clyde College.

GORDON REID WAS AWARDED THE INCORPORATION’S
HONORARY FELLOWSHIP FOR SERVICES TO THE
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

MIA SCOTT

Gordon is a highly accomplished senior manager with a background
as a Chartered Quantity Surveyor with extensive project and cost
management experience across a wide range of multidisciplinary
projects within the construction industry.
He previously worked for Thomas and Adamson and
subsequently as a Director with Faithful and Gould. He is
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Mia Scott studied Town Planning as a postgraduate at Manchester
before specialising in building conservation. She worked as a
Conservation Officer with Clydesdale District Council, liaising
on listed buildings and conservation areas, grant work and policy
advice. She then joined the City of Edinburgh Council in the same
capacity with further responsibilities including Buildings at Risk.
During this time, she achieved funding from the Council for the
establishment, with Rosemary Mann, of the Mansfield Traquair
Trust, towards ensuring an appropriate use for the former Catholic
Apostolic Church and protecting the Phoebe Traquair murals.
In 1998 Mia joined the Highland Building Preservation
Trust (HBPT) as Project Director and managed many successful
restoration projects across the Highlands and Islands, giving
historic buildings a sustainable future. She became their Executive
Director. Between 2006 and 2009 Mia chaired the Association of
Preservation Trusts (APT) for Scotland.
Mia now heads Mia Scott Associates, a heritage consultancy,
based in Inverness. For her MBA, she has researched the
economics of BPTs, drawing on expertise from colleagues in the
Association of Preservation Trusts. Her involvement with the
Highland BPT continues but she has moved to ensure it remains
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viable in these challenging times. Without Mia’s broad expertise
and the intervention of the Trust, many outstanding buildings in
the Scottish Highlands would undoubtedly have been lost.

MALCOLM COCHRANE

MALCOLM COCHRANE

Happily, he returned eight years ago as a client executive at Marsh,
resuming his previous role as Managing Director of RIASIS.
Patrick’s previous employment included 28 years as an
executive with Bowring (Marsh). Patrick is well regarded by all of
Scotland’s architects as a specialist within the field of Professional
Indemnity. His expertise extends to all professions but is
particularly concentrated within the property and construction
sector and, of course, architecture. He has extensive experience
in writing articles for professional and business journals and
has recently drafted advice for RIAS Practice Services and for the
Quarterly. Patrick also has experience in writing promotional and
marketing material for PI products and collateral warranty vetting.
He is also a supporter and volunteer for the Phoebe Traquair Trust
and a keen walker and rambler.
In this year of his retiral from RIASIS the profession determined
to recognise his contribution and to ensure that we maintain close
contact with a stalwart friend and supporter.

MIA SCOTT WAS AWARDED THE INCORPORATION’S
HONORARY FELLOWSHIP FOR SERVICES TO THE CARE AND
CONSIDERATION OF SCOTLAND’S BUILT HERITAGE

PATRICK TYLER
Along with his great friend, the late Charles McKean, Patrick
Tyler was instrumental in establishing RIAS Insurance Services.
As founding Managing Director of RIASIS, throughout the mid1980s Patrick marketed their specialist indemnity insurance
packages in roadshows throughout Scotland. RIASIS achieved
unique standing in a volatile marketplace and has maintained
that engagement through consistently high quality of service and
support for the last three decades. Patrick subsequently left the
organisation for what he has described as his ‘wilderness years’.

PATRICK TYLER WAS AWARDED THE INCORPORATION’S
HONORARY FELLOWSHIP FOR SERVICES TO THE BUSINESS
COMMUNITY
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Born in 1958 Sandy worked and lived
in Central Scotland all of his life. After
secondary school in Alloa Sandy obtained
his first job in architecture with Stirling
District Council in 1976 which at the time
had a thriving and enthusiastic architects
department. Studying on the part time
course at the Mackintosh School, he put
in the many hours required to juggle a
full time job and the high demands of his
architectural studies.
Somehow despite this demanding
schedule, Sandy still managed to play and
watch football. Ever the optimist Sandy
was a lifelong Alloa Athletic supporter. A
fine guitar player he was also a keen music
fan of all genres during those golden years
of 1970’s. Sandy qualified fully in 1986 and
worked for 3 years with Kirkcaldy District
Council
In 1989 Sandy moved to Falkirk District
Council where he was involved with a large
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variety of challenging projects. He moved
on to Clackmannanshire becoming Head
of Design and it was here that he spent
most of his working life until taking a
“retirement “ package in 2011. In the latter
years of Clackmannan much of his work
was in a management and administrative
role and he made no secret that he would
much rather be working “on the board” or
“on screen” as it had become.
Sandy served on Council and as
President of the Stirling RIAS Chapter and
undertook a great deal of work on behalf
of RIAS serving for many years on various
committees. An elder in his local church
and involved with many other community
groups, Sandy was a generous man who
couldn’t say no.
After Clacks his next role was as
Dollar Academy Estates Manager which
he combined with small architectural
commissions for his own clients. Only in
the post for a short time Sandy was very
well regarded by his fellow staff for his
easy going but professional approach.
It was while at work in Dollar he took ill
suddenly. Despite immediate assistance
from staff and paramedics nothing could
be done.
It was difficult not to like Sandy. This
was evident in the large attendance at his
funeral in Kincardine Parish church, many
sporting the yellow colours of his beloved
Alloa. Passing suddenly at such a young
age Sandy will be sorely missed.
Sandy, one of life’s truly good guys, is
survived by his wife Morag and son Neil.
Obituary supplied by Tommy Thomson
RIAS, President SSA

PROFESSOR KATHRYN FINDLAY
FRIAS
26 JANUARY 1953 – 10 JANUARY 2014
SANDY FEA

ALEXANDER (SANDY) DAWSON RIAS
5 MARCH 1958 – 19 NOVEMBER 2013

Kathryn, who died in January, six months
after being diagnosed with a brain tumour,
was originally from Forfar. She remained
proud of her Scottish roots and her
family’s farming background throughout
her distinguished international career.
Kathryn was educated at Forfar Academy
and the Architectural Association. She
was the author of ground breaking
projects in Japan, the UK and the Gulf.
Her work was responsive to different
contexts, historic and contemporary
and to different cultures. Her designs, in
particular, Grafton New Hall, influenced
planning policy, specifically PPS7 in 2004
where it exemplified ‘contemporary and
exceptional design’.
Kathryn’s international profile projects
include the ArcelorMittal Orbit, London
for Anish Kapoor and Cecil Balmond with
Arup; York Art Gallery; Poolhouse 1 and
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Poolhouse 2 for UK private clients; the
Art Foundation and Residence in Doha;
a Beach Palace for the Wife of the Emir,
Doha; Hotel Puerta America, Madrid;
Kasahara Culture and Amenity Hall,
Japan; Homes for the Future, Glasgow; the
Billiard Hall, Japan; Kaizankyo Spa Resort,
Japan; the Soft and Hairy House, Japan
and the Truss Wall House, Japan.
All of these projects won Kathryn
well deserved international acclaim,
innumerable critical plaudits and
a reputation as one of the most
innovative and sensitive architects of
her generation. Her work is already the
focus of postgraduate theses. However
there are some commissions that are the
real affirmation that you have made it in
architecture – and at Stratford-upon-Avon
Kathryn excelled herself with a work that
has fundamentally influenced a whole new
generation of aspiring architects – the
Teletubby Museum – and shop!
Kathryn also had a hugely
distinguished academic career, with
posts at the University of Tokyo, UCLA,
the Technical University of Vienna, the
Academy of Fine Arts Vienna and the
University of Dundee. In Dundee she came
up with a particularly inspired notion – to
bring the V&A to what is effectively her
native city.
There is poignant irony that on the very
day of her death the decision was made to
award Kathryn the highly prestigious Jane
Drew prize. All of the many obituaries
and media reports of Kathryn’s untimely
death emphasized the fact that her success
never turned her head. She was grounded,
matter of fact, decent, inspiring and one
of the nicest people you could ever hope
to meet. Those who heard her at last

year’s RIAS’ Convention will never forget
her gentle, amusing and utterly inspiring
address.
Kathryn is survived by her architect
daughter Miya, her son Hugo and her
former husband Eisaku Ushida.
Obituary by Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
ALFRED GIFFEN RIAS
21 JANUARY 1930 – 8 JANUARY 2014

returning to Edinburgh where he joined
Ross Smith & Jamieson for a number of
years before taking a post as a lecturer in
the design department of Napier College.
In 1964 Fred bought Connor Cottage
in Aberlady where he set up his home
and practice. He carried out projects for
Wemyss Estates and clients throughout
East Lothian, including Longniddry Inn,
Red Row cottages and the old Castle at
East Saltoun.
Fred’s wife Gudrun sadly passed away
in 2011. He is survived by his children,
Margaret, Karin and Alistair.
Obituary supplied by Ron Jamieson
FRIAS
FREDERIC (DERRY) GILMOUR
7 MAY 1942 – 29 OCTOBER 2013

Fred Giffen died at home in Aberlady on
the 8 January 2014. Born in Edinburgh he
was educated at George Watson’s School.
He was apprenticed to “Conky Paterson”
of Oldrieve & Paterson Edinburgh and
entered the part time course at Edinburgh
College of art School of Architecture
in1949. Following his graduating in1955
Fred worked with a Swedish architect
in Stockholm who was involved in the
design of the stations of the Stockholm
underground.
During this time he met his wife
Gudrun whom he married before

Frederic (Derry) Gilmour was born in
Liverpool in 1942. From the age of one he
lived in Kirkcaldy when his grandfather
was Provost in the town.
Derry’s secondary education was at
Gordonstoun School and he went on to St
Andrews University 1961 to 1962 to study
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His enduring love was architecture and
his enthusiasm and skill are reflected in all
his buildings.
Derry is survived by his wife Sarah,
children Sarah, Peter, Alice, Mikey and
Addie and grandchildren Joe and Emily.
Obituary supplied by Derry’s wife Sarah
SIR ANTHONY WHEELER OBE
PPRIAS PRSA
7 NOVEMBER 1919 – 19 DECEMBER
2013
Tony’s career began in his home town of
Stranraer in 1936, apprenticed to a small
local office from where he moved to
Glasgow to work for Lennox & McMath
and commence studies at Glasgow School
of Architecture.
The Second World War intervened to
interrupt his studies and he saw active
service in France, Holland, Belgium and
Germany with the Royal Artillery. When
the War ended, he returned to complete

his studies and in the process gained
several awards including the John Keppie
Scholarship, the Rowand Anderson Prize
and the RIBA Grissell Gold Medal.
In 1948 he became ARIBA and moved
south to Oxford to become Assistant
City Architect, followed by a move to the
Practice of Baker & Scott in London.
A return to Scotland saw Tony take
up the post of Chief Assistant in the
Glenrothes Corporation. That is where he
met and became close friends with Frank
Sproson, who was to become his Partner.
In 1952 Tony took a teaching post in
the Dundee School of Architecture and
opened his own small private Practice
in Kirkcaldy. He also found time in all of
this to undertake the Town and Country
Planning course and became a Member
of the Institute in 1953. Some two years
later, Frank left his post, now in Fife
County Council, to join Tony and thus
form Wheeler & Sproson. Their numerous
projects, particularly in social housing,
won many well deserved awards.
JON BARNES

Mathematics and Natural Philosophy.
He subsequently studied architecture at
Edinburgh College of Art.
Derry was awarded travelling
scholarships in 1966, 1967 and 1968 and
a post graduate scholarship to study the
economic issues of conservation.
Between 1970 and 1972 Derry was
with the South-eastern Regional Hospital
Board and to 1983 he worked on public and
private housing, educational buildings,
and hospitals. In the early 80’s he worked
for Kneale & Russell on the renovation
of Fort George as a battalion HQ for the
Army.
In the mid 80’s he worked for the
Motor Industry Research association
in Nuneaton Warwickshire involved in
building anechoic chambers.
In the late 1980’s he was involved in the
construction of the new Historic Scotland
HQ at Longmore House in Edinburgh and
also the new The Royal Commission HQ.
From 1997 to 2002 he worked for
Historic Scotland managing the care of
monuments and protected properties
throughout the Shetlands, Orkneys and
Western Isles.
Derry worked from 2005 to 2011 for
Fife Council working on the Town Hall
restoration and the Council’s blue light
services’ buildings and related facilities,
before retiring, aged 69.
Derry enjoyed travel and with the
company of like-minded architects went
on several architectural trips to Europe.
He was a keen hill walker. Shooting was
a particular hobby and at Fort George the
cannons were put back into use under his
instruction.
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As the Practice expanded, Tony was
invited to serve on various national
committees including The Royal Fine
Art Commission, The Scottish Housing
Advisory Group, The Civic Trust and The
Saltire Society.
In 1959 he was elected a Fellow of the
RIAS. He was to become its President from
1973 to 1975. His service subsequently led
to him being awarded the OBE.
In parallel with all of this, Tony had
become an Associate of the Royal Scottish
Academy in 1963 and a full Member in
1975. In 1983 he became RSA President, a
position he was to serve with distinction
until 1990.
His service to the Arts and the
Academy was recognised in 1988 with the
ultimate decoration of a Knighthood, an
acclamation he was delighted to share with
his wife Dorothy, a remarkable support to
him throughout his distinguished career.
As well as his outstanding skills as an
architect, Tony was also a highly talented
artist, with particular reference to sketches
and watercolours and only as recently as
last year was made an honorary Fellow of
the Scottish Society of Architect Artists.
Tony was an important force in
Scottish architecture and a significant
influence on Scottish public life.
He is survived by his daughter, Pamela.
Extracted from the eulogy given by Bill
McLeod FRIAS

OBITUARIES WHICH ARE READ OUT AT RIAS COUNCIL
ARE PUBLISHED IN RIAS QUARTERLY
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CONTACTING RIAS
TO CONTACT RIAS CALL 0131 229 7545 OR FAX 0131 228 2188. FOR GENERAL ENQUIRIES EMAIL INFO@RIAS.ORG.UK

SENIOR MANAGEMENT

CAROL-ANN HILDERSLEY

NEIL BAXTER hon frias

TREASURER’S OFFICE

SECRETARY AND TREASURER

nbaxter@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2008. Oversight of RIAS
policy, governance, business planning and
budgets. Overall responsibility for the Incorporation’s membership
services, Consultancy, Practice Services, accreditation schemes, events,
publications, outreach, political liaison, CPD, educational initiatives and
awards.
LOUISE MCLEOD
SENIOR MANAGER: FINANCE AND
ADMINISTRATION

lmcleod@rias.org.uk
Joined: November 1986. Responsible for
central services function including finance, audit, salaries, pensions,
member pensions, annual contracts, insurances, personnel, recruitment,
membership, staff management, IT, health & safety, the building.
MARYSE RICHARDSON
SENIOR MANAGER: PRACTICE

mrichardson@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2003. Manages Practice
Services, secretariat for RIAS Practice
committees and production of quarterly Practice Information, legal
and contractual queries, maintaining the RIAS suite of Standard Forms,
managing dispute resolution expert panels, management of conservation
and sustainability accreditation.

STAFF
SOPHIE BIRCH
COMMUNICATIONS AND EVENTS
ASSISTANT

sbirch@rias.org.uk
Joined: October 2011. Event Management,
internal communication including website content management,
editorial assistance for RIAS Quarterly, e-bulletins, media monitoring,
awards coordination. Responsible for Online Directory and job ads.
STUART BRYCE
MANAGER: BOOKSHOP (P/T)

bookshop@rias.org.uk
Joined: September 2012. Managing RIAS
Bookshop, including sales of architectural
appointments, certificates, administrations
forms and up-to-date and archived building contracts. Telephone,
website and direct sale to members and the public of RIAS publications
and a wide range of architectural books.
ELAINE DOBIE
PRACTICE ASSISTANT

edobie@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2013. Practice Services
support, administers conservation and
sustainability accreditation schemes and the
RIAS Energy Design Certification Scheme. Co-ordinates the e-PI Bulletin,
Practice Services website updates and online research.
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MANAGER: SECRETARY AND

childersley@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2010. Management of the
Secretary’s and President’s offices, oversight of communications and
events, administration and minuting of Council, research, Assistant Editor
of RIAS Quarterly.
MAUREEN JOHNSTONE
FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
ASSISTANT

mjohnstone@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2003. Support for finance and
central services, financial processing and filing, coordination of internal
room bookings and meeting set-ups, assisting membership, post and
mail, management of office recycling.
MARILYN LEISHMAN
RECEPTIONIST / BOOKSHOP
ASSISTANT (P/T)

reception@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2009. Dealing with incoming
calls, meeting and greeting, opening and logging mail for distribution,
ordering stationery and monitoring stock, dealing with suppliers,
maintaining press cuttings file, bookshop cover.
VERONICA LOW
MANAGER: COMMERCIAL

vlow@rias.org.uk
Joined: May 2011. Advertising sales and
sponsorship for the RIAS Quarterly. Sale and
distribution of RIAS publications and space
rentals in Rutland Square. Also responsible for sponsorship liaison for
RIAS events.
CHARLENE RANKIN
MANAGER : MEMBERSHIP / RIAS
CONSULTANCY

crankin@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2002. Management of
Membership, RIAS Consultancy, Scottish Community Projects Fund,
Architect in the House and the RIAS Clients Advisory Service.
LORRAINE SUTHERLAND
SENIOR RECEPTIONIST / BOOKSHOP
ASSISTANT (P/T)

reception@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2005. Dealing with incoming
calls, meeting and greeting, opening and logging mail for distribution,
ordering stationery and monitoring stock, dealing with suppliers,
maintaining press cuttings file, general administration duties.
LILY OFFICE DOG (P/T)
ldog@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2008. Works to maintain
a stress-free working environment,
occasionally enliven meetings and ensure a
focus on the key agenda priorities (biscuits
and sandwiches). Introduces a Zen-like calm by generally wandering
about and sleeping under desks.

ADVISORS
MARJORIE APPLETON frias
PRACTICE SERVICE CONSULTANT
(P/T)

mappleton@rias.org.uk
Joined September 2010. Advises on Practice
Information and matters relating to its publication, content and delivery.
Oversees the reorganisation and development of information issued to
practices.
JACK HUGH frias
SPECIAL ADVISOR (P/T)

jhugh@rias.org.uk
Joined: November 2007. Advises on
financial matters, collation and drafting
of PPC/Council papers, preparation of agendas; maintenance of 15
Rutland Square, Head of Certification and manager of RIAS Energy
Design Certification Scheme.
PAT LALLY hon frias
SPECIAL ADVISOR (P/T)

c/o childersley@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2008. Liaison with Scottish
Government and local authority politicians,
encouraging political participation in CPG and other RIAS events, chairing
of RIAS government committee, external relations with COSLA, STUC and
quasi-government organisations.
BRIAN MOORE hon frias
DIRECTOR: CONSULTANCY

bmoore@rias.org.uk
Joined: 1995. Manages all aspects of
architectural competitions, deals with
procurement issues for architects and improving procurement in
architecture by ensuring value-based selection procedures in all RIAS
Competitions.
JOHN NORMAN hon frias
ACCOUNTANT (P/T)

jnorman@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2008. Annual budget, quarterly
accounts, annual statutory accounts for
RIAS charity and RIAS Services Ltd, VAT returns, ledger management/
supervision, RIAS/RIBA membership reconciliations, annual audit, payroll
issues, other tax and financial issues, as required.

As the building was being
designed, one important
question kept being asked...

GARTCARRON FIRE ENGINEERING
IS PROUD TO SPONSOR THE RIAS
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION 2014

...HOW DO I GET

THROUGH THE FIRE
SAFETY MAZE?
SERVICES TO ARCHITECTS
Smoke Control Systems

CFD Modelling

Fire Engineering Solutions

Fire Risk Assessments

Fire Strategies

Fire Safety Design Summary

Bespoke designed systems to prevent the build-up and
spread of hot fire gases and thereby control fire spread.
Bespoke fire engineered designs to meet the
requirements of performance based building codes.
Designed to demonstrate the effectiveness of building
designs in relation to fire safety.

Fire Escape Designs

Demonstrate that all occupants can make a safe escape
in the event of a fire.

The use of computer modelling to predict the movement
of smoke and fire gases within a building.
Provided to architects or project managers as part of the
handing over process for buildings.
Complete the required summary in accordance with
regulation 41 of the Building (Procedure) (Scotland)
Regulations 2004.

Review of Design Fire Safety

Fixed fee review of designs for compliance with building
regulations and fire safety legislation.

For a FREE consultation to find out what fire engineering
can do for you please contact Sandy Killbourn on
T: 01786 449944 • E: enquiry@g-fire.co.uk
www.gartcarronfireengineering.co.uk

FE
GARTCARRON FIRE ENGINEERING Ltd.

Designing buildings to save life

Peace of mind.
For indemnity insurance that offers complete peace of mind,
choose RIAS Insurance Services (one less load to worry about!).

For further information, contact Ian McCallum,
RIAS Insurance Services, Orchard Brae House, 30 Queensferry Road, Edinburgh EH4 2HS
Tel: 0131 311 4292 Fax: 0131 311 4280 email: ian.mccallum@marsh.com

RIAS
Insurance Services

